Ancient Coins

1. **Sicily**, Syracuse, 485-478 B.C., silver tetradrachm, quadriga r., Nike above, rev. head of Artemis-Arethusa r., within border of four dolphins (S.913/4; Boehringer 112 var.), very fine £650-750

2. **Macedon**, Demetrios Poliorketes, silver tetradrachm, winged Nike stg l., on prow of galley, rev. Poseidon, naked, advancing l., brandishing trident (S.6762), bright, about mint state, graded by ICG as MS 61 £2000-2200


4. **Thrace**, Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C., silver tetradrachm, Lampsacus, head of Alexander r., rev. Athena enthroned l., holding Nike, HP in field, crescent below (cf.S.6814), good very fine or better £1200-1400

5. **Thrace**, Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C., silver tetradrachm, Pergamon, head of Alexander r., K below, rev. Athena enthroned l., holding Nike, trophy before, crescent below; r in left margin (cf.S.6814), very fine or better £1200-1400
6 **Seleukid Kingdom**, Cleopatra and Antiochus VIII, 125-121 B.C., silver tetradrachm, conjoined heads r., rev. Zeus enthroned l., holding Nike and sceptre, Mk conjoined in l. margin (cf. S.7135/6), lightly toned, about extremely fine £650-700

7 **Parthia**, Mithradates II, 123-88 B.C., silver tetradrachm, Seleucia, diademed bust l. with long beard, rev. archer std. r., holding bow, palm branch in r. margin (S.7365), extremely fine £1100-1300

8 **Egypt**, Ptolemy III, Euergetes, 246-221 B.C., silver tetradrachm, Sidon, year 3 (244/3 B.C.), head of Ptolemy r., rev. eagle l., on thunderbolt, mint and date letters in field (cf. S.7810), nearly very fine £120-150

9 **Bruttium**, Kaulonia, silver stater, c. 530-480 B.C., naked Apollo walking r., figure on arm, stag before, rev. obverse design incuse and reversed, without legend (S.252), tiny flan crack, otherwise toned, extremely fine £2000-2200

10 **Thessalonika**, silver tetradrachm, c. 90-75 B.C., head of Alexander the Great r., with flowing hair, & behind, rev. club between money-chest and quaestor's chair, Aesillas Q above (S.1463), good very fine £260-300
11 **Thrace**, Ainos, silver tetradrachm, c. 405-357 B.C., head of youthful Hermes wearing petasos, rev. goat r., wreath before, ΑΙΝΙΩΝ above (cf.S.1568), *very fine/ nearly very fine* £1300-1500

12 **Attica**, Athens, silver stater, new style, c. 135 B.C., head of Athena Parthenos r., wearing crested helmet, rev. owl std. r. on amphora, forepart of lion to r. (cf.S.2555), *extremely fine or better* £550-600

13 **Ionia**, Smyrna, silver tetradrachm, c. 150 B.C., turreted head of Kybele r., ΣΜΥΡΝΑΙΩΝ in two lines, monogram below, all within oak wreath (S.4556), toned, *good extremely fine* £2200-2500

14 **Cilicia**, Nagidos, silver stater, c. 370 B.C., Aphrodite std. l. holding phiale over altar, Nike behind, rev. Dionysos std. l. holding vine branch and thyrsos (S.5585), *extremely fine* £450-500

15 **Macedon**, Philip II, 359-336 B.C., silver tetradrachm, Amphipolis, struck c. 320-300 B.C., laur. head of Zeus r., rev. naked youth on horse pacing r., aplustre beneath horse’s belly, r’ beneath foreleg (cf.S.6882ff), *extremely fine or better* £650-700
16 Macedon, Alexander III, 336-323 B.C., posthumous silver tetradrachm, head of Heracles r., rev. Zeus enthroned l., holding eagle and sceptre, Boeotian shield in l. field (S.6722), *extremely fine, reverse better and scarce thus* £320-350

17 Macedon, Antigonus Gonatas, 277-239 B.C., silver tetradrachm, Amphipolis, horned bust of Pan l., at the centre of a Macedonian shield, rev. Athena Alkidemos advancing l., with thunderbolt and shield (S.6783), *extremely fine or better* £1500-1800

18 Thrace, Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C., posthumous gold stater, Kallatis, head of Alexander r., rev. Athena enthroned l., holding Nike (S.6813), *nearly extremely fine* £1500-1800

19 Thrace, Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C., posthumous gold stater, Odessos, head of Alexander r., rev. Athena enthroned l., holding Nike, monogram in field, KoI in exergue (S.6813), *about extremely fine, but probably removed from a claw mount* £2200-2500

20 Thrace, Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C., silver tetradrachm, Pergamon, head of Alexander r., K below, rev. Athena enthroned l., holding Nike, trophy in field, crescent below, Z in l. margin (cf.S.6814), *good very fine/very fine* £1300-1500

21 Thrace, Lysimachos, 323-281 B.C., silver tetradrachm, Pergamon, head of Alexander r., rev. Athena enthroned l., holding Nike, torch before, monogram in r. margin (cf.S.6814), *nearly extremely fine, of fine style* £1300-1500
22 **Bactrian Kingdom**, Eukratides, 171-135 B.C., silver tetradrachm, draped bust of king r. wearing crested helmet, within fillet border, rev: the Dioskouroi on horseback r., holding spears and palms (S.7570), extremely fine or better

£850-950

23 **Bactrian Kingdom**, Eukratides, 171-135 B.C., silver tetradrachm, heroic figure of king viewed from behind, wearing crested helmet and holding spear, rev: the Dioskouroi on horseback r., holding spears and palms, monogram below (S.7571), good very fine

£450-500

Ancient British and Hammered Coins

24 **Ancient British**, gold stater, Whaddon Chase type, degraded Apollo head, rev: spirited horse r., pellet below (S.32; V.1472), on a slightly irregular flan, good fine

£200-250

25 **Kingdom of Northumberland**, Aethelred II, base sceat, MONNE; Archbishop Wigmund, base sceat, EDELHELM, cross, rev: cross; Celtic coinage, tin potin (BC50-50AD), crude head, rev: bull (S.865/70; N.191/196: S.63), very fine or better (3)

£50-70

26 **Mercia**, Burgred, penny, type A, Eadwulf, bust r., MON/ETA EADVLF between lunettes (S.938; N.423), a full round coin, toned extremely fine

* ex Lockett, part I, June 1955, lot 394 (part)
27 **Mercia**, Burgred, penny, type D, Dduwine, bust r., MON/ETA DVDPINE between lines with hooked ends (S.941; N.426), *good very fine and toned* £300-350

*ex Lockett, part I, June 1955, lot 403 (part)*

28 **Danish East Anglia**, St Edmund memorial coinage, penny, large A in field, *rev: small cross (S.960; N.483)*, *about extremely fine and toned* £200-250

29 **Danelaw**, Viking coinage of York, Cnut, penny, patriarchal cross, *rev: small cross and pellets, MIRABILIA FECIT legend (S.983; N.512)*, *slightly creased, otherwise good very fine and toned* £600-800

30 **Danelaw**, Viking coinage of York, Cnut, penny, patriarchal cross, *rev: small cross and pellets, EBRACI... legend (S.991; N.497)*, *small scratch on reverse, otherwise toned, nearly extremely fine* £200-250

*ex Lockett, part I, June 1955, lot 423 (2) and illustrated, described as very rare.*

31 **Danelaw**, Viking coinage of York, Cnut, penny, patriarchal cross, *rev: small cross and pellets, CVNNETTI... legend (S.993; N.499)*, *toned, nearly extremely fine* £250-300

32 **Danelaw**, Viking coinage of York, Cnut, penny, patriarchal cross, *rev: small cross and pellets, CVNNETTI... legend (S.993; N.501)*, *nearly extremely fine with dark toning* £250-300
33 Edward the Elder, penny, portrait type, BMC III, DEORWALD, diademed bust l., rev. moneyer’s name in two lines (S.1084; N.651), the obverse struck from a blunt die, otherwise toned about extremely fine on a full, round flan, very rare £1500-1800

The moneyer not listed in BMC but is in the lists published in North.

34 Eadmund, penny, two line type (BMC I), Agtard, small cross, rev. AGTARDEI MOT, three crosses between, rosette above and below (S.1105; N.691), edge chip, otherwise very fine or better £400-500

* ex Lockett, part I, June 1955, lot 580 (1), where it is described as unpublished.

35 Eadred, penny, two line type (BMC I), Theodmaer, small cross, rev. DEODMAER M, three crosses between, trefoil above and below (S.1113; N.706), toned, good very fine £400-500

* ex Lockett, part I, June 1955, lot 592 (4)

36 Eadred, penny, two line type (BMC I), Sieferth, small cross, rev. SIEFEREĐ IO, three crosses between, trefoil above and below (S.1113; N.706), dark tone, very fine £300-400

37 Aethelred II, penny, first hand type (BMC. IIa), London, Brunsige, BYRVNSIGE M-O LYNDQ, bust r., without sceptre, rev. hand between alpha and omega (S.1144; N.766), attractively toned, about extremely fine £300-400
38  **Aethelred II**, penny, first hand type (BMC. IIa), London, Godwine, GODPINE M-O LVNDONI, bust r., without sceptre, rev. hand between alpha and omega (S.1144; N.766), *beautifully toned, nearly extremely fine* £300-400

* ex Dr. Gibson and Duke of Argyll collection

39  **Aethelred II**, penny, first hand type (BMC. IIa), Totnes, Manna, MANNA M-O TOTAN, bust r., without sceptre, rev. hand between alpha and omega (S.1144; N.766), *slight crease, otherwise toned very fine or better, rare* £250-300

* ex Lockett, part I, June 1955, lot 669 (1)

40  **Aethelred II**, penny, second hand type (BMC. IIId), London, Godwine, GODPINE M-O LVND, bust r., with sceptre, rev. hand between alpha and omega (S.1146; N.768), *slightly weak on face, otherwise toned, very fine or better* £200-250

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

41  **Aethelred II**, penny, Crux type (BMC IIIa), Canterbury, Leofric, LEOFRIC M-O CÆNT, bust l. with sceptre, rev. short voided cross, C-R-V-X in angles (S.1148; N.770), *a few slight peck-marks on obverse, otherwise toned, good very fine* £200-250

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

42  **Aethelred II**, penny, Crux type (BMC IIIa), London, Leofstan, LEOFSTAN M-O LVND, bust l. with sceptre, rev. short voided cross, C-R-V-X in angles (S.1148; N.770), *slightly weak in one quarter of reverse, otherwise about extremely fine and toned* £250-300

The vendor’s notes comment on the ‘unusually tall bust.’

43  **Aethelred II**, penny, Crux type (BMC IIIa), Southwark, Leofstan, LEOFSTAN M-O SVĐGE, bust l. with sceptre, rev. short voided cross, C-R-V-X in angles (S.1148; N.770), *a couple of slight peck marks on obverse, otherwise toned, good very fine* £200-250
44  **Aethelred II**, penny, Crux type (BMC IIIa), Winchester, Byrksige, BYRHSIGE M-O PIN, bust l. with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, C-R-V-X in angles (S.1148; N.770), *toned good very fine with a strong portrait* £250-300
*ex Duke of Argyll collection*

45  **Aethelred II**, penny, long cross type (BMC IVa), Canterbury, Leofric, LEOFRIC MΩO CÆNT, bust l., *rev.* long voided cross (S.1151; N.774), *slightly weak on portrait, otherwise toned, nearly extremely fine* £250-300

46  **Aethelred II**, penny, long cross type (BMC IVa), Lincoln, Colgrim, COLGRIM MΩO LINC, bust l., *rev.* long voided cross (S.1151; N.774), *toned, about extremely fine* £200-250

47  **Aethelred II**, penny, long cross type (BMC IVa), London, Aethelwerd, ÆĐELPERD M.O LVND, bust l., *rev.* long voided cross (S.1151; N.774), *toned, very fine or better with a good portrait* £150-200

48  **Aethelred II**, penny, long cross type (BMC IVa), London, Brunstan, BRVNSTAN M.O LVND, bust l., *rev.* long voided cross (S.1151; N.774), *toned, slightly creased, good very fine or better* £200-250

49  **Aethelred II**, penny, long cross type (BMC IVa), Northampton, Aethelnoth, ÆDELNOĐ M.O HAM, bust l., *rev.* long voided cross (S.1151; N.774), *a few peck marks, otherwise good very fine and toned* £250-300
*ex Duke of Argyll collection*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Aethelred II, penny, long cross type (BMC IVa), Rochester, Eadweard, EADPERD MΩO ROCE, bust l., rev: long voided cross (S.1151; N.774), toned, round, extremely fine or better, rare</td>
<td>£300-400</td>
<td>* ex Duke of Argyll collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Aethelred II, penny, long cross type (BMC IVa), Wallingford, Aelfric, AELFRIC MΩO PELIG, bust l., rev: long voided cross (S.1151; N.774), some peck marking, otherwise very fine or better, toned and scarce</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Aethelred II, penny, long cross type (BMC IVa), Winchester, Godeman, GODEMAN N.O PINT, bust l., rev: long voided cross (S.1151; N.774), the reverse die cracked and rusty, otherwise extremely fine with old cabinet toning</td>
<td>£250-300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Aethelred II, penny, long cross type (BMC IVa), York, Othgrim, ODGRIM M.O EOFR, bust l., rev: long voided cross, pellet in first angle (S.1151; N.774), cracked through centre, otherwise good very fine and a scarce variety</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
<td>* ex Duke of Argyll collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Aethelred II, penny, helmet type (BMC VIII), London, Aelfwine, AELFPINE MΩO LVND, helmeted bust l., rev: long voided cross over quadrilateral in centre, trefoils at corners (S.1152: N.775), some peck marking, good very fine and toned</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Aethelred II, penny, helmet type (BMC VIII), London, Brunstan, BRVNSTAN M'O LVNDE, helmeted bust l., rev: long voided cross over quadrilateral in centre, trefoils at corners (S.1152: N.775), a few peck marks, toned very fine, the reverse better and of very neat style</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the cataloguer picked up on the style of the reverse, the vendor notes ‘face much stylised’
56  **Aethelred II**, penny, helmet type (BMC VIII), London, Edwine, *EDPINE MO'N LVND*, helmeted bust l., *rev.* long voided cross over quadrilateral in centre, trefoils at corners (S.1152: N.775), *a couple of peck marks in front of face, otherwise round, toned, nearly extremely fine* £250-300

57  **Aethelred II**, penny, helmet type (BMC VIII), Winchester, Brunstan, *BYRVNSTN MO PINT*, helmeted bust l., *rev.* long voided cross over quadrilateral in centre, trefoils at corners (S.1152: N.775), *about very fine* £150-200

*ex Dudman, part 1, December 1913, lot 239 (part)*
*cf. Lockett, part 1, lot 696 (6)*

58  **Aethelred II**, penny, helmet type (BMC VIII), York, Othgrim, *OODGRIM MO EOFR*, helmeted bust l., *rev.* long voided cross over quadrilateral in centre, trefoils at corners (S.1152: N.775), *toned, very fine or better* £180-220

59  **Aethelred II**, penny, last small cross type (BMC I var), Chester, Sweyn, *SPEGEN ON LEIG*, diademed bust l., *rev.* small cross (S.1154; N.777), *very fine* £180-220

The vendor notes ‘from a Danish find.’

60  **Aethelred II**, penny, last small cross type (BMC I var), London, Aelfsige, *ÆLFSIGE MO'N LVNDEN*, diademed bust l., *rev.* small cross (S.1154; N.777), *a few peck marks otherwise nearly extremely fine and toned* £220-250

61  **Aethelred II**, penny, last small cross type (BMC I var), London, Aelfwine, *ÆLPINE MO'N LVD*, diademed bust l., *rev.* small cross (S.1154; N.777), *a few peck marks otherwise nearly extremely fine, with a good portrait* £220-250
62 Aethelred II, penny, last small cross type (BMC I var), London, Brhtferth, BRHTFERD ON LVND, diademed bust l., rev. small cross (S.1154; N.777), a little creased, otherwise toned, good very fine or better £200-250

63 Aethelred II, penny, last small cross type (BMC I var), London, Leofstan, LEOFSTAMΩON LVND, diademed bust l., rev. small cross (S.1154; N.777), a little creased, otherwise toned, about very fine £150-200

64 Aethelred II, penny, last small cross type (BMC I var), London, Sibwine, SIBVINE ON LVND, diademed bust l., rev. small cross (S.1154; N.777), a little creased, otherwise toned, about very fine £150-200

* ex Cassal, December 1924, lot 32 (8)

65 Aethelred II, penny, last small cross type (BMC I var), Totnes, Huneman, HVNEMAN ON TOT'A, diademed bust l., rev. small cross (S.1154; N.777), a tiny edge crack, toned, good very fine and rare £220-250

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

66 Aethelred II, penny, last small cross type (BMC I var), York, Othgrim, OVDGRIM M-O EOFRPI, diademed bust l., rev. small cross (S.1154; N.777), round, toned, good very fine or better £200-250

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

67 Aethelred II, penny, last small cross type (BMC I var), York, Thurstan, DORSTACXENOEO, diademed bust l., rev. small cross, pellet and annulet in field (S.1154; N.777 var.), toned, good very fine, a very rare variety £250-300

A most unusual and scarce reverse reading.
68  Cnut, penny, quatrefoil type (BMC VIII), London, Eadwold, EADPOLD L.VND, crowned bust l. within quatrefoil, rev. long voided cross over quatrefoil (S.1157; N.781), toned, good very fine or better £180-220
* ex Duke of Argyll collection

69  Cnut, penny, quatrefoil type (BMC VIII), Stamford, Godwine, GODPINE M'O STA, crowned bust l. within quatrefoil, rev. long voided cross over quatrefoil (S.1157; N.781), dark tone, very fine or better £150-200

70  Cnut, penny, quatrefoil type (BMC VIII), York, Bretecol, BRETE:COL O EO', crowned bust l. within quatrefoil, rev. long voided cross over quatrefoil (S.1157; N.781), a few peck marks, toned, very fine, though slightly weak on the obverse £150-180
* ex Lockett, part I, June 1955, lot 727 (4)

71  Cnut, penny, quatrefoil type (BMC VIII), York, Ulfgrim, VLFGRIM MO EO, crowned bust l., within quatrefoil, rev. long voided cross over quatrefoil (S.1157; N.781), dark tone, good very fine with a strong portrait £150-200
* ex Duke of Argyll collection

72  Cnut, penny, helmet type (BMC XIV), London, Goddere, GODDER.E ON LVND, helmeted bust l., with sceptre, rev. short voided cross, circles in centre, pellets in angles (S.1158; N.787), slightly creased, otherwise nearly extremely fine £150-200

73  Cnut, penny, helmet type (BMC XIV), Southwark, Aelfgar, ÆLFGAR ON SVĐG, helmeted bust l., with sceptre, rev. short voided cross, circles in centre, pellets in angles (S.1158; N.787), cracked along inner circle from 10 to 12 o'clock, otherwise good very fine and toned £120-150
74  Cnut, penny, helmet type (BMC XIV), Winchester, Wulfnoth, PVLFNOD ONPIN, helmeted bust l., with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, circles in centre, pellets in angles (S.1158; N.787), *dark tone, good very fine*  £180-220

75  Cnut, penny, helmet type (BMC XIV), York, Ire, IRE M-O EOFRPIC, helmeted bust l., with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, circles in centre, pellets in angles (S.1158; N.787), *toned, about extremely fine*  £220-250

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

ex Grantley, part 3, March 1944, lot 1154 (part)

76  Cnut, penny, helmet type (BMC XIV), York, Toca, TOOCA M-O EOFR., helmeted bust l., with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, circles in centre, pellets in angles (S.1158; N.787), *toned, extremely fine*  £220-250

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

77  Cnut, penny, short cross type (BMC XVI), Canterbury, Winred, PINRED ON CENTRA, diademed bust l. with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, annulet in centre (S.1159; N.790), *part of edge flat, some peck-marking, very fine or better*  £80-100

78  Cnut, penny, short cross type (BMC XVI), Stamford, Leofwine, LEOFFINE ON STA, diademed bust l. with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, annulet in centre (S.1159; N.790), *nearly extremely fine*  £200-250

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

79  Cnut, penny, short cross type (BMC XVI), Wilton, Aelfstan, ÆLFSTAN ON PIL, diademed bust l. with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, annulet in centre (S.1159; N.790), *good very fine*  £180-220

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

80  Cnut, penny, short cross type (BMC XVI), York, Raefen, REFEN ON EOFRPI, diademed bust l. with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, annulet in centre (S.1159; N.790), *nearly extremely fine*  £180-220
81 Cnut, penny, short cross type (BMC XVI), York, Grimulf, GIMVLF ON EOFE, diademed bust l. with sceptre, rev: short voided cross, annulet in centre (S.1159; N.790), toned, nearly extremely fine £180-220
* ex Duke of Argyll collection

82 Harthacnut, restored, penny, arm and sceptre type (BMC XVII) in the name of Cnut, London, Brungar, BRVNGAR ON LVN, diademed bust l. with sceptre, rev: short voided cross, quadrilateral in centre, pellets at corners (S.1169; N.799), very rare, good very fine and toned £800-1000

83 Edward the Confessor, penny, PACX type (BMC IV), London, Aegelwerd, ÆGLPÆRD ON LNVN, diademed bust l. with sceptre, rev: long voided cross, annulet in centre, PACX in angles (S.1171; N.813), a little weak on portrait otherwise very fine or better and rare £350-450
* ex Walters, May 1913, lot 37 (part)

84 Edward the Confessor, penny, radiate type (BMC I), York, Arncetel, ARNCETEL ON EOFPIC, bust l. wearing radiate crown, rev: small cross, annulet in field (S.1173; N.816), good very fine £180-220

85 Edward the Confessor, penny, trefoil quadrilateral type (BMC III), London, Wulfsige, PVLSIG ON LVND, diademed bust l. with sceptre, rev: short voided cross, quadrilateral in centre with trefoils at corners (S.1174; N.817), tiny crack in centre, otherwise good very fine with shiny dark tone £200-250

86 Edward the Confessor, penny, trefoil quadrilateral type (BMC III), York, Raefen, RÆFEN ON EONEO, diademed bust l. with sceptre, rev: short voided cross, quadrilateral in centre with trefoils at corners (S.1174; N.817), good very fine and toned £200-250
Edward the Confessor, penny, short cross type, small flan (BMC II), London, Leofred, LIOFRED ON LVND, diademed bust l., rev. short voided cross (S.1175; N.818), good very fine £150-200

Edward the Confessor, penny, expanding cross type (BMC V), Steyning, Wulfget, PVLGET ON STENI, diademed bust l. with sceptre, rev. short voided cross with expanding limbs, two circles in centre (S.1176; N.820), a couple of small verdigris patches, otherwise nearly extremely fine and toned, scarce £220-250

Edward the Confessor, penny, expanding cross type (BMC V), Winchester, Brand, BRAND ON PINCESTR, diademed bust l. with sceptre, rev. short voided cross with expanding limbs, two circles in centre (S.1177; N.823), toned, about extremely fine £200-250

Edward the Confessor, penny, expanding cross type (BMC V), York, Aelfwine, ÆLFPINE EON EOFERI, diademed bust l. with sceptre, rev. short voided cross with expanding limbs, two circles in centre, annulet in first quarter (S.1177; N.823), nearly extremely fine and toned £200-250

Edward the Confessor, penny, helmet type (BMC VII), Chester, Aelfsige, ALCSIE ON LEIGEE, helmeted bust r. holding sceptre, rev. short voided cross, annulet in centre (S.1179; N.825), toned, good very fine with a good portrait, scarce £200-250

Edward the Confessor, penny, helmet type (BMC VII), Chichester, Godwine, GODPINE ON CICE, helmeted bust r. holding sceptre, rev. short voided cross, annulet in centre (S.1179; N.825), some surface cracks on reverse, otherwise toned, nearly extremely fine £200-250

* ex Lockett, part I, June 1955, lot 822 (5)

For a similar coin see BNJ 1955, p.67
93 **Edward the Confessor**, penny, helmet type (BMC VII), Oxford, Brihtwold, BRIHTPOLD ON OX, helmeted bust r. holding sceptre, *rev.:* short voided cross, annulet in centre (S.1179; N.825), *nearly extremely fine with old cabinet toning* £220-250

94 **Edward the Confessor**, penny, helmet type (BMC VII), York, Leofnoth, LEOFENOĐ N EOFER, helmeted bust r. holding sceptre, *rev.:* short voided cross, annulet in centre, annulet in third quarter (S.1179; N.825), *good very fine and toned* £200-220

95 **Edward the Confessor**, penny, sovereign type (BMC IX), Chichester, Wulfric, PVLFRIC ON CICES, king std. facing on throne holding orb and long sceptre, *rev.:* short voided cross, birds in angles (S.1181; N.827), *dark tone, better than very fine* £220-250

* ex Dudman, part 1, December 1913, lot 263 (1) - the lot purchased by Baldwins

96 **Edward the Confessor**, penny, sovereign type (BMC IX), Wilton, Haerred, HÆRRED ON PILTVN, king std. facing on throne holding orb and long sceptre, *rev.:* short voided cross, birds in angles (S.1181; N.827), *scarce, dark tone, good very fine, reverse better* £250-280

97 **Edward the Confessor**, penny, hammer cross type (BMC XI), Norwich, Wulfsige, PVLFSI:ON NORPPIC, crowned bust r. with sceptre, *rev.:* short voided cross with ‘hammerhead’ ends (S.1182; N.828), *tiny perforation in legend, otherwise nearly extremely fine and toned* £220-250

98 **Edward the Confessor**, penny, hammer cross type (BMC XI), Thetford, Sumerlede, SVMERLIDE ONDIODFO[?], crowned bust r. with sceptre, *rev.:* short voided cross with ‘hammerhead’ ends (S.1182; N.828), *nearly extremely fine and toned* £250-280
99  **Edward the Confessor**, penny, hammer cross type (BMC XI), York, Sweartcol, SPARTCOL ON EOF, crowned bust r. with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross with ‘hammerhead’ ends, annulet in first quarter (S.1182; N.828), *about extremely fine and toned* £250-280

100  **Edward the Confessor**, penny, facing bust type (BMC XIII), York, Othgrim, ODGRIM ON EOFR, crowned, bearded bust facing, *rev.* small cross, annulet in field (S.1183; N.830), *toned, good very fine* £180-220

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

101  **Edward the Confessor**, penny, facing bust type (BMC XIII), York, Ulfcetel, VLFCTEL ON EOF, crowned, bearded bust facing, *rev.* small cross, annulet in field (S.1183; N.830), *toned, good very fine* £180-220

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

102  **Edward the Confessor**, penny, pyramids type (BMC XV), Chester, Aelfsige, IELFS ON LEGEEE:, crowned bust r. with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, annulet in centre, pyramids in angles (S.1184; N.831), *nearly extremely fine and toned* £220-250

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

103  **Edward the Confessor**, penny, pyramids type (BMC XV), London, Godric, GODRIC ON LVNDE, crowned bust r. with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, annulet in centre, pyramids in angles (S.1184; N.831), *good very fine and toned* £200-220

104  **Edward the Confessor**, penny, pyramids type (BMC XV), Stafford, Godwine, GODPINE ON STAE, crowned bust r. with sceptre, *rev.* short voided cross, annulet in centre, pyramids in angles (S.1184; N.831), *slightly double struck on obverse, otherwise very fine or better* £200-250

* ex Duke of Argyll collection

this reading previously attributed to Steyning – BNJ, 1956, p.262 f/n 1
105  **Harold II**, penny, pax type, BMC Ia, Romney, Wulmaer, PULMAER ON RVMEI, crowned bust l., without sceptre, **rev. PAX** across field between two lines (S.1187; N.837), toned, very fine or better, the reverse badly double-struck, very rare

£700-900

106  **William I**, penny, profile left type (Br. I), Winchester, Lifinc, LIVINC ON PINCE, crowned bust l., holding sceptre, **rev. cross fleury**, annulet in centre (S.1250; N.839), obverse slightly double struck, otherwise toned good very fine, rare

£500-700

* ex I. A Lawrence, Glendining, March 1951, lot 300

107  **William I**, penny, bonnet type (Br. II), Lincoln, Gifel, GIFEL ON LINCOL, bust facing wearing ornate crown, **rev. ornate voided cross**, annulet in centre (S.1251; N.842), some weak patches otherwise very fine or better with a strong portrait

£400-500

108  **William I**, penny, canopy type (Br. III), Wallingford, Brihtmaer, BRIHTMAER ON PALI, crowned bust facing beneath canopy, **rev. quadrilateral fleury**, annulet in centre (S.1252; N.843), scored in obverse field, otherwise better than very fine and toned, rare

£500-700

109  **William I**, penny, two stars type (Br. V), Ipswich, Liofstan, LIFSTAN ON IGIPI, crowned bust facing between two stars, **rev. cross bottonnee over quadrilateral**, annulet in centre (S.1254; N.845), toned very fine

£300-400
110  **William I**, penny, PAXS type (BMC VIII), Bedford, Sibrand, SIBRIIND ON BEDEI, crowned bust facing with sceptre, *rev.* cross pattee, PAXS in angles (S.1257; N.849), *very rare, toned, about very fine* £250-300

* ex R C Lockett, June 1955, lot 961, described as rare, sold to Spink for £19

ex P W P Carlyon-Britton, November 1916, lot 1257

111  **William I**, penny, PAXS type (Br. VIII), Canterbury, Brihtwold, BRIHTPOLD ON CAN, crowned bust facing with sceptre, *rev.* cross pattee, PAXS in angles (S.1257; N.848), *slightly weak on face otherwise very fine or better* £220-250

112  **William I**, penny, PAXS type (Br. VIII), Exeter, Lifwine, LIFPINE ON IEXEC, crowned bust facing with sceptre, *rev.* cross pattee, PAXS in angles (S.1257; N.850), *toned, good very fine* £300-350

113  **William I**, penny, PAXS type (Br. VIII), Winchester, Godwine, GODPINE ON PINC, crowned bust facing with sceptre, *rev.* cross pattee, PAXS in angles (S.1257; N.850), *toned, very fine or better* £300-350

* ex Birchmore Find

114  **William I**, penny, PAXS type (BMC VIII), Winchester, Spraelinc, SPRAEELINC ON CI, crowned bust facing with sceptre, *rev.* cross pattee, PAXS in angles (S.1257; N.848), *slightly flat, good very fine and toned* £220-250

115  **William II**, penny, cross in quatrefoil type (Br. 2), London, Bat, BIIT ON LVNNDN, crowned bust facing, holding sword, *rev.* cross pattee within quatrefoil, annulet in centre (S.1259; N.852), *apparently struck from rather blunt dies, good fine and very rare* £700-900

* ex W C Wells Collection, purchased by A H Baldwin & Sons 1949
116  Henry I, penny, type XIV, London, Alfred, ALFRED ON LVNDE, crowned bust facing with sceptre, rev cruciform quatrefoil, lis in angles (S.1275; N.871), slightly crinkled, otherwise better than very fine with a good portrait £400-500

117  Henry II, pennies, cross and crosslets, ‘Tealby’ coinage, type A1, ?York, William; type A2, London, Pieres Sal, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: cross pattée, cross potents in angles (S.1337; N.952), the first good fine on a small flan, the second chipped and cracked, fine (2) £80-100

118  Henry II, penny, short cross, type 1b, Wilton, Osber, OSBER.ON.WILT, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1344; N.963), nearly very fine and rare £120-150

119  Henry II, pennies, short cross, type 1b, London, Fil Aimer; type 1c, London, Raul, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1344/5; N.963/4), both about fine (2) £70-90

120  Richard I, penny, short cross, type 4a, London, Steven, STIVENE.ON.LVN; Canterbury, MEINIR.ON.CANT, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1348A; N.968/1), fine or better (2) £100-120

121  Richard I, pennies, short cross, type 4a*, London, Richard, RICARD:ON:LVNDE; type 4b, Canterbury, Ulard, VLARD ON CANT, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1348b/c; N.966, 968/2), fine and good fine, the first scarce (2) £80-100

122  John, penny, short cross, type 5a2, London, Fulke, FULKE.ON.LVNDE, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1350B; N.969), good fine £80-100

123  John, penny, short cross, type 5b, Canterbury, Johan, IOHAN ON CAN, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1351; N.970), very fine or better, parts of legend double struck £80-100

124  John, penny, short cross, type 5b, Ipswich, Johan, IOHAN:ON:GIPE, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1351; N.970), toned, very fine or better £120-150

125  John, pennies, short cross, type 5b, London, Adam, ADAM.ONLVNDE; London, Richard B, RICARD.B.ON. LVN, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1351; N.970), the first very fine or better, the second good fine (2) £150-180
126 John, penny, short cross, type 5b, Winchester, Johan, IOHAN.ON.WINC, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1351; N.970), very fine or better £100-120

127 John, pennies, short cross, type 5b, Norwich, Johan, IOHAN.ON.NOR; type 5c, London, Adam, ADAM.ON.LVND, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1351/2; N.970/1), the first fine, the second nearly very fine (2) £100-120

128 John, penny, short cross, type 5c, Durham, Pieres, PIERES.ON.DVR, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1352; N.971), slight edge chip and scored on obverse, otherwise nearly very fine and rare £60-80

129 Henry III, pennies, short cross, type 6b, London, Abel, ABEL.ON.LVNDE; type 7, London, Adam, ADAM.ON.LVNE and Nicole, NICOLE ON LV’, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1354/6; N.974/980), the first toned, very fine or better, the others about fine (3) £70-90

130 Henry III, pennies, short cross, type 7a, Bury St Edmunds, Norman; type 7c, Bury, Simund, crowned bust facing holding sceptre, rev: short, voided cross, quatrefoils in angles (S.1356A/C; N. 978/80), about fine and good fine (2) £60-80

131 Henry III, penny, long cross, type 1b, Canterbury, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1359; N.984), dark toning, very fine or better and scarce £80-100
* Purchased B A Seaby, 1957

132 Henry III, pennies, long cross, type II, Bury St Edmunds, Jon; type IIIa, Bury, Jon, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1361/2; N. 985/6), the first partly flat, good fine, the second nearly very fine (2) £60-80
* ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

133 Henry III, pennies, long cross, type II, Canterbury, Gilbert; type IIIa, Canterbury, Nicole, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1361/2; N.985/6), the first very fine, the second fine or better (2) £50-70
* The second ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

134 Henry III, pennies, long cross, type II, Exeter, Jon; type II, Lincoln, Jon, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1361; N.985), the first nearly very fine, the second fine or better (2) £60-80

135 Henry III, penny, long cross, type II, Northampton, Lucas, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1361; N.985), toned, very fine or better, scarce £60-80

136 Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIa, Gloucester, Lucas; type IIIa, Lincoln, Jon, type IIIa, Northampton, Philip, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1362; N.986), the first nearly very fine, the others better than fine (3) £80-100
* All ex Colchester Hoard, 1969
137  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIa, Norwich, Jon; type IIIa, Oxford (2), Gefrei and Henri, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1362; N.986), the first two fine or better, the third about very fine, scarce (3) £80-100
* All ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

138  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIa, Winchester, Willem, type IIIa, York (2), Alain and Jon, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1362; N.986), good fine or better, the first slightly creased (3) £60-80
* All ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

139  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIb, Bury St Edmunds, Jon; type IIIc, Bury, Jon; type VIb, Bury, Randulf; type VI, Bury, Jon, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363/64/67/77), the first very fine, others good fine or better (4) £80-100
* All ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

140  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIb, Canterbury, Nicole and Willem, type IIIb/c, Canterbury, Nicole and Willem, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363; N.987/1-2), all good fine or better (4) £70-90
* All ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

141  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIb, Exeter, Jon; Gloucester, Ricard; type IIIb/c, Gloucester, Jon, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363; N.987/1), all good fine or better (3) £80-100
* The last two ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

142  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIb, Lincoln, Willem, type IIIb, York (2), Jon and Rener crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363; N.987/1), good fine or better (3) £70-90
* The last two ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

143  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIb, London, Nicole; Newcastle (2), Adam and Henri, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363; N.987/1), the first two good fine or better, the last fine (3) £60-80
* The last two ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

144  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIb, Northampton (3), Lucas, Philip and Thomas, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363; N.987/1), fine or better (3) £60-80
* All ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

145  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIb, Norwich (2), Huge and Jon; type IIIb/c, Norwich, Jon, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363; N.987/1-2), the first fine, the others good fine or better (3) £60-80
* All ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

146  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIb, Oxford (2), Gefrei and Willem; type IIIb, Wilton, Huge, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363; N.987/1), good fine or better, the last has flipped over in the dies to give a double impression on both sides (3) £60-80
* The last two ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

147  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIb, Wallingford, Alisandre; type IIIb, Wilton, Jon; type IIIb, York, Thomas, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363; N.987/1), good fine or better, the first a little off-centre and flat in places but scarce (3) £60-80
* The first two ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

148  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIb, Winchester (2), Huge and Nicole; type IIIb/c, Huge, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1363; N.987/1-2), good fine or better (3) £70-90
* All ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

149  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIc, Canterbury (2), Gilbert and Nicole; type IIIc, Lincoln (2), Jon and Ricard, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1364; N.988), mostly very fine (4) £80-100
* The last three ex Colchester Hoard, 1969
150  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIc, Gloucester, Lucas; type IIIc, London, Henri; type IIIc, Oxford, Willem, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1364; N.988), all about very fine (3) £80-100
* The first ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

151  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type IIIc, Norwich, Huge; type IIIc Northampton, Tomas; type IIIc, Winchester, Nicole, crowned bust facing, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1364; N.988), good fine or better (3) £70-90
* The first and third ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

152  Henry III, penny, long cross, type IVa, London, Nicole, crowned bust facing, holding sceptre, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1365; N.989), toned, nearly very fine and scarce £100-120

153  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type Va, Canterbury (3), Gilbert, Jon and Willem, crowned bust facing, holding sceptre, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1367; N.991), all about very fine (3) £60-80
* All ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

154  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type Vb, Canterbury (4), Gilbert, Jon and Willem (2), crowned bust facing, holding sceptre, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1368; N.992), all nearly very fine, the last slightly double-struck (4) £70-90
* All ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

155  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type Vc, Canterbury (5), Nicole, Gilbert (2), Jon and Robert, crowned bust facing, holding sceptre, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1369; N.992), most better than fine (5) £80-100
* The last three ex Colchester Hoard, 1969

156  Henry III, pennies, long cross, type Vf, Canterbury, Jon; type Vg, Canterbury, Willem; together with two contemporary forgeries copying type V, Canterbury, Nicole and London, Willem, crowned bust facing, holding sceptre, rev: long, voided cross, pellets in angles (S.1372/73; N.996/7), good fine or better (4) £80-100

157  Edward I, pennies, class 1c, London (2), crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1382; N.1012), good very fine and good fine (2) £70-90

158  Edward I, pennies, class 1d, London; class 2b, London and Canterbury, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1383/86; N.1013/15), the first good fine, the others very fine or better (3) £80-100

159  Edward I, pennies, class 3b, York; class 3cd, London (2) and Canterbury; class 3g, London and Lincoln, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1388/93; N.1017/22), mostly fine or better, the last very fine (6) £80-100

160  Edward I, pennies (3), class 3e, Newcastle, York royal and archiepiscopal, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, the third with quatrefoil in centre (S.1391; N.1020), toned, good very fine and nearly very fine (3) £80-100

The Newcastle coin is the variety with pelleted Ns on obverse.

161  Edward I, pennies, class 3g, Bristol (2), Chester, Lincoln and London, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1393; N.1022), mostly fine or better, the last very fine (5) £70-90

162  Edward I, pennies, class 3g, Bury, Robert de Hadeleie; type 5b, Bury; type 10cf, Bury, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1393/1400/1410ff), good fine or better, the second rare (3) £80-100

163  Edward I, pennies, class 4bc, London (4), Canterbury; class 4d, London and Canterbury, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1395/97; N.1024/26), fine or better (7) £80-100
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Guide Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Edward I, pennies, class 4bc, Durham (3); class 9a, local dies, Durham; class 9b, Durham; class 10ab, Durham, all Bishop Bek, crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1395/1407/08/09; N.1024/1036/37/39), mostly better than fine (6)</td>
<td>£60-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Edward I, pennies, class 5b, London; class 8a, London, crowned bust facing, the first with pellet on breast, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1400/05; N.1029/34), very fine and good fine, the first scarce (2)</td>
<td>£60-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166</td>
<td>Edward I, penny, class 7a, London, crowned bust facing, rosette on breast, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1403; N.1032), about very fine and scarce</td>
<td>£60-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167</td>
<td>Edward I, pennies, class 9a, London; class 9b, Bristol, Canterbury, London and Newcastle, crowned bust facing, most with star on breast, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1407/08; N.1036/37), fine or better (5)</td>
<td>£60-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168</td>
<td>Edward I, penny, class 9b, Kingston-upon-Hull, crowned bust facing, star on breast, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1408; N.1037), about very fine and toned, rare thus</td>
<td>£60-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>169</td>
<td>Edward I, pennies, class 10ab, Canterbury and London; class 10cf, Canterbury, London (4), crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1409/12; N.1038/42), mostly good fine (7)</td>
<td>£70-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>Edward I, pennies, class 10ab, Canterbury; class 10cf, Canterbury, London (5), crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1409/12; N.1038/42), mostly good fine, some better (7)</td>
<td>£70-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>171</td>
<td>Edward I, pennies, class 10cf, Durham, Bishop Bek (6), crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1410-14; N.1040-43), fine, some better (6)</td>
<td>£70-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>172</td>
<td>Edward I, pennies, Blunt class IIIa; IVb; IVc, Berwick, crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1415; N.1076/79/80), the first only fair, the others good fine or better (3)</td>
<td>£50-70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173</td>
<td>Edward I, halfpenny, class 3c, London; farthings, class 1a, 2, 10, London; Edward III, second coinage, halfpenny, London, crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1443/44/50/1540A), mostly good fine (5)</td>
<td>£60-80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>174</td>
<td>Edward II, pennies, class 11a, Bury St Edmunds; class 12a, Bury; class 14, Bury, class 15b, Bury, crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1455/58/60/62), good fine or better (4)</td>
<td>£80-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>Edward II, pennies, class 13, Canterbury and London; class 14, Canterbury; class 15b, Canterbury and London; class 15c, Canterbury, crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1459/63), mostly fine or better, the last about very fine (6)</td>
<td>£80-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>Edward II, pennies, class 11a and 11b, Durham, Bishop Kellawe; class 15b, Durham, Bishop Beaumont, crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1455/56/62; N.1060/61/67), good fine or better (3)</td>
<td>£50-70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>Edward III, third coinage, pennies (2), London, class 2 and 3; halfpennies (2), London, one a scarce variety with saltires by crown, crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1544/5, 1557/9; N.1114/5, 1131/2), the pennies nearly very fine and good very fine, the halfpennies fine and fair, the last scarce (4)</td>
<td>£100-120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Edward III, third coinage, penny, Durham, Sede Vacante/bishop Hatfield mule, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, pellet in centre (S.1551/49; N.1127), only fair to fine but excessively rare
£120-150

Edward III, fourth coinage, noble, pre-treaty period, London, class Gf, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, rev: ornate cross, E in centre (S.1498; N.1182), nearly very fine
£800-1000

Edward III, fourth coinage, groat, pre-treaty period, London, class C, mm. cross 1, crowned bust facing within tressure, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1565; N.1147), toned, about very fine
£100-120
* ex Mildenhall Hoard, 1927

Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies, pre-treaty period, Durham, class C (2), mm. cross; class D, mm. cross, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S1592/93; N.1150/59), the first nearly very fine but scored on face, the others fine (3)
£60-80
The first has two tiny pellets on the breast

Edward III, fourth coinage, groat and halfgroat, pre-treaty period, London, class D, mm. broken cross, crowned bust facing within tressure, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1566/1575), both good fine, the groat a little short of plan (2)
£120-150
* Both ex Doubleday collection
Both coins show C for E in the legends

Edward III, fourth coinage, groat and halfgroat, pre-treaty period, York, class D, mm. broken cross, crowned bust facing within tressure, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1571/1580), good fine and fine, both scarce (2)
£200-250
The halfgroat has C for E in Edward but conversely reads EBORAEI on the reverse.

Edward III, fourth coinage, groat, pre-treaty period, London, class E, mm. cross 2, crowned bust facing within tressure, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1567; N.1163), edge chip, otherwise toned, better than very fine
£150-180
Edward III, fourth coinage, groat and halfgroat, pre-treaty period, York, class E, mm. cross 2, crowned bust facing within tressure, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1572/1582; N.1164/1166), about fine and good fine, both scarce (2) £120-150

Edward III, fourth coinage, halfgroat, pre-treaty period, London, class E, mm. cross 2, crowned bust facing within tressure, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1576; N.1165), nearly very fine £80-100

Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies (2), pre-treaty period, Durham, class E, mm. cross 2; crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S1594; N.1170), good fine (2) £80-100

* The first ex Carlyon-Britton
* The second ex W G Wallace, circa 1950

The first a rare variety with 4 tiny annulets at the end of the obverse legend

Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies (2), pre-treaty period, York, royal, class E, mm. cross 2, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S1603; N.1168), toned, nearly extremely fine and good fine (2) £100-120

* The second ex Doubleday, June 1972, lot 451

ex E J Winstanley

The second a rare variety with quatrefoil at end of obverse legend.

Edward III, fourth coinage, groat and halfgroat, pre-treaty period, London, class F, mm. crown; pennies (2), London, class F/G, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1569/1577/1587; N.1174/75/76), mostly fine or better, the second scratched, the third cracked (4) £80-100

* The last two ex Doubleday, June 1972, lot 486
* The third ex W J Parsons

Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies (3), pre-treaty period, Durham, class F, mm. crown crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S1595; N.1177), nearly very fine, good fine, fine (3) £100-120

* All ex Doubleday, lot 474
  two ex E J Winstanley
  the third ex L A Lawrence

Edward III, fourth coinage, groat, pre-treaty period, London, class Ga, mm. cross 3, crowned bust facing within tressure, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1570; N. 1193), toned, good fine £60-80

Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies (3), pre-treaty period, Durham, class G, mm. cross, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S1595; N.1215ff), the first nearly very fine, the others fine or better (3) £100-120

The third from a crude local obverse die

Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies (6), pre-treaty period, York, class D (2) and G (4), mm. cross, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre (S1604/05/06; N.1158/1210-14), mostly better the fine (6) £120-150

*Two coins ex Doubleday

Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies (2), transitional treaty period, Durham; treaty/transitional mule, Durham, mm. cross potent, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S1614, 1627/14; N.1229, 1273/29), fair and fine, the second rare (2) £100-120
195 Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies (2), treaty period, Durham; post treaty period, Durham, crowned bust facing, the second with lis on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S1627/47; N.1273/97), nearly very fine and good fine, both scarce (2) £120-150

196 Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies (4), treaty period, York, crowned bust facing, the fourth with quatrefoil on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre (S.1630/31; N.1268/69), fine or better (4) £80-100
*The first two ex Doubleday, June 1972, lot 592

197 Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies (2), post-treaty period, York, crowned bust facing, annulet on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre (S.1650; N.1293/95), nearly very fine, the second double-struck on reverse (2) £100-120
*The first ex R Carlyon-Britton ex Lockett, lot 1326
* The second ex Doubleday

198 Edward III, fourth coinage, pennies (5), post-treaty period, York, crowned bust facing, no mark, cross or annulet on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre (S.1648/50/51; N.1293/95), fine or better (5) £100-120
*Three ex Doubleday

199 Edward III, fourth coinage, halfpenny, treaty period, London; groat, post-treaty period, London, mm. cross pattee, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1635/37; N.1275/86), toned, good fine and fine (2) £80-100

200 Richard II, noble, type IB, London, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, annulet over sail, rev: ornate cross, R in centre (S.1654), nearly extremely fine with a strong portrait £2500-3000

201 Richard II, pennies (4), type I (3) and IIa, York, crowned bust facing, cross or no mark on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre (S.1690/1; N.1329), fair to fine, scarce (4) £80-100
202 Richard II, pennies (2), local dies, York, crowned bust facing, cross on breast, legend ends ANGLIE, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre (S.1692/ N.1330), nearly very fine and fair (2) £120-150
* Both ex Lockett, part IV, October 1956, lot 1365 (3 and 4)

203 Richard II, pennies (3), local dies and type III (2), York, crowned bust facing, cross or ‘scallop’ on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre, the second and third have ‘scallop’ after TAS (S.1693/95; N.1329/30), small flans, fair to fine, the third plugged, all scarce (3) £80-100

204 Richard II, halfpenny, London, intermediate style, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1699); Edward the Black Prince, half gros, La Rochelle, half-length bust r., within tressure, rev: long cross, pellets in angles; hardi d’argent (?) Limoges, half-length bust, holding sword, rev: long cross, lions and lis in angles (Elias 182/204), fine or better, the second with a strong portrait (3) £120-150

205 Henry IV, light coinage, penny, York, crowned bust facing, annulet on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre (S.1734; N.1364), on a small flan, fine/ good fine, with some dark staining on the reverse, rare £150-180
* ex R Carlyon-Britton, whose ticket notes ‘Found in the school gardens, St Mary’s School, Oxford Road, Aylesbury, Oct. 1916’

206 Henry V, groat, class C, London, crowned bust facing within tressure, mullet on shoulder, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1765), good fine and apparently a rare variety £150-200

The initial mark on this coin appears to be a plain cross, rather than the normal pierced cross

207 Henry V, pennies (3), classes C and D (2), Durham, crowned bust facing, mullet and annulet beside crown, rev: long cross, pellets in angles; Henry VI, penny, rosette-mascle issue, Durham, crowned bust facing, mullet to left of crown, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1782/83, 1869; N.1405/06, 1452), fair to fine, the last better but chipped (4) £60-80

208 Henry V, pennies (3), classes C, E and F, York, crowned bust facing, mullet and annulet or mullet and trefoil beside crown, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre (S.1785/87/88; N.1400/02/03), the first nearly very fine, the others fine (3) £80-100

209 Henry V, pennies (4), class G, York, crowned bust facing, mullet and trefoil or mullet and lis beside crown, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre (S.1790/91; N.1404), one fine, the others better, one pierced (4) £100-120

210 Henry VI, noble, annulet issue, London, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, annulet by sword arm, rev: ornate cross, h in centre, annulet in one spandrel (S.1799; N.1414), nearly extremely fine £1200-1500
211  **Henry VI**, groats, annulet issue, London and Calais, crowned bust facing, annulets by neck, *rev.: long cross, pellets in angles* (S.1835/36; N.1423/24), *about very fine and good fine* (2) £120-150

* The second ex L A Lawrence
ex Putney Vale Find

212  **Henry VI**, groats, annulet issue, Calais (2), crowned bust facing, annulets by neck, *rev.: long cross, pellets in angles* (S.1836; N.1124), *nearly very fine and very fine, the second chipped* (2) £80-100

213  **Henry VI**, groat, rosette-mascle issue, Calais, crowned bust facing, *rev.: long cross, pellets in angles* (S.1859; N.1446), *slight crease-marks on obverse, darkly toned, about extremely fine* £150-180

214  **Henry VI**, groat, rosette-mascle issue, Calais, crowned bust facing, mascles in tressure, *rev.: long cross, pellets in angles* (S.1860; N.1446), *small crack, otherwise toned, very fine* £100-120


216  **Henry VI**, groats, pinecone mascle issue, London and Calais, crowned bust facing, *rev.: long cross, pellets in angles, the first reading CIVITOS LONDON* (S.1874/5; N.1460/61), *both good fine, the first scarce* (2) £100-120

217  **Henry VI**, halfgroats, annulet issue and pinecone mascle issue, Calais, crowned bust facing, *rev.: long cross, pellets in angles* (S.1840/1877), *good fine or better* (2) £60-80


219  **Henry VI**, pennies (4), rosette-mascle issue, York, crowned bust facing, crosses by hair or mullets by crown, *rev.: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil in centre* (S.1866/68; N.1451), *one fair, the others fine or better* (4) £80-100

220  **Henry VI**, halfpennies, annulet issue, London and Calais (2); rosette-mascle issue, London; pinecone-mascle issue, London; leaf-trefoil issue, London, crowned bust facing, *rev.: long cross, pellets in angles* (S.1848/9/1870/1884/1895), *the first, fourth and last about very fine, the others fine or better, a better than average group* (6) £100-120

221  **Henry VI**, groat, leaf-mascle issue, Calais, crowned bust facing, leaf on breast, *rev.: long cross, pellets in angles, leaf below MEUM* (S.1890; N.1475), *scarce, better than fine* £80-100
222  Henry VI, groat, leaf-trefoil issue, London, crowned bust facing, no leaf on breast, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1898; N.1486), toned, very fine or better and scarce £120-150

The reverse die has no issue marks

223  Henry VI, groat, trefoil issue, London, crowned bust facing, leaf on breast, trefoils at neck, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1908; N.1496), toned, very fine or better and scarce £150-200

224  Henry VI, groat, trefoil issue, London, crowned bust facing, leaf on breast, trefoils at neck, fleurs in spandrels, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1909; N.1498), toned, very fine or better and rare £200-250

225  Henry VI, groat, trefoil issue, London, crowned bust facing, leaf on breast, trefoils at neck, rev. long cross, pellets in angles, SIVITAS LONDON (S.1908; N.1496), slight edge split, otherwise good fine and rare £150-200

Apparently an unpublished reverse die

226  Henry VI, groat, leaf-pellet issue, London, crowned bust facing, leaf on breast, pellets at crown, rev. long cross, pellets in angles, extra pellet in two quarters (S.1914; N.1505), nearly very fine and rare £150-180

* ex L. A. Lawrence Collection

The reverse die has no issue marks

227  Henry VI, pennies (2), leaf-trefoil issue and cross-pellet issue, Durham, crowned bust facing, the first with leaf on breast, the second with XB at neck and pellets at crown, rev. long cross, pellets in angles, rings in centre (S.1904/1941; N.1491/1522), about fine and good fine, both rare (2) £100-120

* The vendor’s ticket states that the second coin is ex Walters
228  Henry VI, pennies (5), pinecone-masque, leaf-trefoil and cross-pellet issues, York, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, most with quatrefoil in centre (S.1881/1925/1940; N.1466/1510/1521), fair to fine (5)  £80-100

229  Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, ryal, London, mm. crown, king with sword and shield stg. facing in ship, E on banner at stern, rev: sun and rose in centre of ornate cross (S.1950), small crack in centre, otherwise nearly extremely fine  £1000-1200

230  Edward IV, first reign, heavy coinage, groat, London, type II, mm. rose, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils at neck, crescent on breast rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.1972; N.1531), slightly weak on face, otherwise toned, nearly extremely fine and rare thus  £400-500

231  Edward IV, first reign, heavy coinage, groat, London, type III, mm. rose, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils at neck, trefoil on breast rev: long cross, pellets in angles, eye after TAS (S.1974; N.1532), dark toning, about extremely fine with a sharp portrait, rare thus  £400-500

232  Edward IV, first reign, heavy coinage, groat, London, type IV, mm. rose, crowned bust facing within tressure, annulets at neck, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, eye after TAS (S.1977; N.1533), on a small, somewhat ragged flan, good fine and scarce  £250-300

233  Edward IV, first reign, pennies (7), Durham, King’s Receiver, mostly local dies, crowned bust facing, some with pellet above crown, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, rose in centre (S.2053/56; N.1544), one fair and pierced, the others mostly about very fine for issue (7)  £120-150

234  Edward IV, first reign, pennies (4), Durham, bishop Booth, crowned bust facing, various marks at neck, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2056/58/59/60; N.1604/05/06/07), fine or better (4)  £60-80
Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, groat, London, type V, mm. rose, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils at neck, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, eye after TAS (struck from heavy dies); another, no eye after TAS (S.1997/2000; N.1564/68), nearly fine and nearly very fine, the first scarce (2) £80-100

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, groats, London, type VI, mm. sun; type VII, mm. crown, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils at neck, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2000; N.1569/70), nearly very fine (2) £150-180

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, groat, London, type VIII, mm. crown/ sun, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils at neck, quatrefoil below bust, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2001; N.1571), toned, very fine £120-150

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, groat, Bristol, type VI, mm. sun, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils at neck, B on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2004; N.1580), slight edge split, toned, good fine £60-80

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, groat, Bristol, type VII, mm. crown, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils at neck, B on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2004; N.1580), scratch on face, otherwise about very fine and toned £100-120

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, groat, Coventry, type VI, mm. sun, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils at neck, C on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2008; N.1581), fine and rare £100-120

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, groats, York, type VII, mm. lis; type X, mm. lis/ sun, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils or trefoils at neck, E on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2012/14; N.1583), good fine and fine, the second perhaps fire damaged (2) £80-100
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Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, groat, York, type VIII, mm. lis, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils at neck, E on breast, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2012; N.1583), toned, good very fine or better, scarce thus £150-180

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, halfgroats (4), Canterbury, archbishop Bourchier, mm. pall/-, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils or saltires at neck, knot below bust, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2024/26; N.1590), fine, fair (2) and very fine (4) £100-120

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, halfgroats (2), Canterbury, archbishop Bourchier, mm. pall/sun, crowned bust facing within tressure, quatrefoils at neck, knot below bust, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2024; N.1590), very fine and good fine (2) £100-120

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, halfgroats (2), Canterbury, archbishop Bourchier, mm. pall/rose, crowned bust facing within tressure, wedges at neck, knot below bust, rev. long cross, pellets in angles; another, mm pall/-, as last but quatrefoils at neck, no knot below bust (S.2027/28; N.1590), good fine or better, the second scratched on obverse (2) £100-120

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, penny, Canterbury, mm. pall/-, archbishop Bourchier, crowned bust facing, no marks by neck, knot on breast, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2049; N.1601), good fine or better for issue £80-100

Edward IV, first reign, light coinage, pennies (6), York, crowned bust facing, G and key by neck, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2062/63; N.1594ff), nearly fine to nearly very fine (6) £80-100

Edward IV, first reign, heavy coinage, halfpenny, London, type IV, mm. rose, crowned bust facing, annulets by neck, rev. long cross, pellets in angles; light coinage, halfpennies, London (3), type VII, mm. crown (2) and type X, mm long cross, crowned bust facing, trefoils by neck, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.1993/2068), mostly fine or better, the last chipped (4) £60-80

Edward IV, second reign, groat, London, type XIII, mm. annulet/ trefoil, crowned bust facing within tressure, nothing at neck, trefoils on cusps, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2096; N.1631), slightly creased, nearly very fine £100-120

Edward IV, second reign, groat, London, type XIV, mm. annulet, crowned bust facing within tressure, nothing at neck, trefoils on cusps, rev. long cross, pellets in angles GIVI LON DON DON (S.2096; N.1631), toned, very fine or better and rare with the error reading £150-180
251 Edward IV, second reign, groat, London, type XVII, mm. pierced cross, crowned bust facing within treasure, nothing at neck, trefoils on cusps, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2096; N.1631), toned, about very fine £100-120

252 Edward IV, second reign, groat, London, type XVIII, mm. pierced cross and pellet, crowned bust facing within treasure, nothing at neck, trefoils on cusps, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2096; N.1631), toned, very fine £120-150

253 Edward IV, second reign, groat, London, type XXI, mm. cinquefoil, crowned bust facing within treasure, nothing at neck, rose on breast, fleurs on cusps, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2100; N.1631), good fine £80-100

254 Edward IV, second reign, groat, Bristol, type XIV, mm. sun/annulet, crowned bust facing within treasure, nothing at neck, trefoils on cusps, B on breast, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2101; N.1632), fine or better, scarce £100-120

255 Edward IV, second reign, groat, York, type XII, mm. lis, crowned bust facing within treasure, nothing at neck, trefoils on cusps, E on breast, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2102; N.1633), slight crease, otherwise good fine and scarce £120-150

256 Edward IV, second reign, halfgroats (3), Canterbury, royal, types XVIII-XXI, mm. rose, crowned bust facing within treasure, nothing at neck, C on breast, rev. long cross, pellets in angles, nothing, C or rose in centre; halfpennies (2), London, type XVIII, mm. pierced cross and pellet and type XXI, mm. cinquefoil, crowned bust facing, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2106/7/8/2137; N.1637/8/9/1667), mostly fine or better (5) £80-100

257 Edward IV, second reign, pennies (6), Durham, bishop Booth (4) and bishop Dudley (2), crowned bust facing, various marks by crown and at neck, rev. long cross, pellets in angles, some with D in centre (S.2115ff; N.1658ff), all but one on small flans as struck, all fine or better (6) £80-100
258 Edward IV, second reign, pennies (8), York, archbishop Neville (4) archbishop Booth (3) and archbishop Rotherham/ Sede Vacante mule, crowned bust facing, various marks by crown and at neck, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, all except last with quatrefoil in centre (S.2126ff; N.1645ff), mostly on small flans, mostly fine or better (8) £100-120

259 Ireland, Edward IV, Suns and Roses coinage, c. 1478-1483, penny, crowned bust facing with suns and roses, rev: cross, suns and roses in angles (S.6394), on a small flan, as usual for the issue, very fine, the portrait as good as the Standard Catalogue illustration, rare thus £180-220

260 Richard III, groat, London, mm. sun and rose, crowned bust facing, pellet below, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2158; N.1680), on a slightly untidy flan, otherwise extremely fine with lovely toning and a superb portrait, very rare thus £2500-3000

261 Richard III, groat, London, mm. sun and rose, crowned bust facing, pellet below, rev. long cross, pellets in angles (S.2158; N.1680), good fine but pierced and plugged at 8 o’clock £200-300

262 Richard III, penny, Durham, bishop Sherwood; Henry VII, penny, Durham, bishop Sherwood, crowned bust facing, S on breast, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2169/2222; N.1687/1723), both on small flans, good fine and fair, the first with a good portrait and scarce (2) £150-200

* The first ex R Carlyon-Britton

263 Henry VII, angel, type V, mm. pheon, the archangel Michael slaying the dragon, rev: ship holding shield, cross above, h and rose at sides (S.2187), slightly creased, nearly very fine £400-500
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Variety</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Markings</th>
<th>Date/Issue</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>Henry VII</td>
<td>groat, class II, London, no mm., crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2195; N.1704), toned, nearly very fine with a good portrait</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£100-120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td>Henry VII</td>
<td>groat, class IIIc, London, mm. anchor, crowned bust facing, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2199; N.1705), some staining, nearly very fine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£80-100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>266</td>
<td>Henry VII</td>
<td>halfgroat (2), class I, Canterbury, archbishop Morton, mm. tun/-, bust facing within tressure, open crown, crosses by neck, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, m in centre (S.2207; N.1710), about very fine and fine (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£100-120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267</td>
<td>Henry VII</td>
<td>halfgroat (2), class II, Canterbury, archbishop Morton, no mm., bust facing within tressure, crown with two arches, crosses by neck, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, m in centre, the second with eye before POSVI; halfpenny, class III, king and archbishop jointly, mm (?) lis, bust facing, crown with single arch, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2208/48; N.1711/1737), fine or better, the second very fine (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£120-150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>268</td>
<td>Henry VII</td>
<td>halfgroat (4), class III, Canterbury, king and archbishop Morton jointly, mm. tun, bust facing within tressure, crown with two arches, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2210/11; N.1712), good fine or better, one with the error reading DI G GRA-1 (4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£120-150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>269</td>
<td>Henry VII</td>
<td>halfgroat (2), York, archbishop Savage, mm. martlet, bust facing with or without tressure, crown with two arches, keys at neck, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2214/15; N.1715/16), toned, good fine or better (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£80-100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>Henry VII</td>
<td>halfgroat, profile issue, Canterbury, king and archbishop Warham jointly, mm. rose, crowned bust r., rev: shield of arms (S.2261; N.1750), toned, nearly very fine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£100-120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>271</td>
<td>Henry VII</td>
<td>pennies (2), old type, York, archbishop Rotherham, crowned bust facing, T and trefoil by neck, rev: long cross, pellets in angles, quatrefoil or h in centre; Henry VIII, second coinage, halfpenny, York, archbishop Lee, mm. key/-, crowned bust facing, EL at sides, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S.2223/24/2361; N.1721/22/1820), the first two about fine, the third about very fine and scarce thus (3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£100-120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>272</td>
<td>Henry VII</td>
<td>halfgroat, profile issue, York, archbishop Bainbridge, mm. martlet, crowned bust r., rev: shield of arms, keys beneath (S.2262; N.1751), slight flan split, otherwise toned, good fine or better</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£100-120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>273</td>
<td>Henry VII</td>
<td>halfgroat, profile issue, York, archbishop Bainbridge, mm. rose/ martlet, crowned bust r., rev: shield of arms, keys beneath (S.2262; N.1751), dark tone, otherwise nearly very fine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>£150-180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
274  Henry VII, pennies (3), sovereign type, Durham, bishop Sherwood and bishop Fox (2), crowned figure of king std. on throne, holding orb and sceptre, rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, initials at side (S.2231/33/34; N.1730/31), good fine or better, the second with a tiny piercing (3) £100-120

* The first ex Lockett, lot 3210
ex Walters, May 1913, lot 509 (part)

275  Henry VII, pennies (2), sovereign type, York, archbishop Rotherham, no mm., crowned figure of king std. on throne, holding orb and sceptre, rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, keys below (S.2236; N.1728), good fine or better (2) £100-120

276  Henry VIII, first coinage, angel, mm. portcullis crowned, the archangel Michael slaying the dragon, rev: ship holding shield, cross above, h and rose at sides (S.2265), creased, otherwise about very fine £500-700

277  Henry VIII, first coinage, halfgroat, Canterbury, archbishop Warham, mm. martlet, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, WA above (S.2320; N.1765), good very fine and scarce £200-250

278  Henry VIII, first coinage, halfgroat, Canterbury, archbishop Warham, mm. pomegranate, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, WA at sides, CIVITAS CANTOR; second coinage, halfgroat, Canterbury, archbishop Warham, mm. cross patee / T, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, WA at sides, CIVITAS CANTOR (S.2322/2343; N.1767/1802), the first slightly creased, toned, good fine, the second flat on portrait, otherwise fine (2) £80-100

279  Henry VIII, first coinage, halfgroats (2), York, archbishop Wolsey, mm. scallop and plain cross/voided cross, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, keys and Cardinal’s hat below, CIVITAS EBORACI (S.2326; N.1771), the first weakly struck in places, but very fine with a good portrait, the second good fine (2) £100-120

280  Henry VIII, first coinage, pennies (2), sovereign type, Durham, bishop Ruthall, mm. lis, crowned figure of king std. on throne, holding orb and sceptre, rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, TD above (S.2331; N.1776), good fine or better (2) £80-100

281  Henry VIII, second coinage, groat, York, Archbp. Wolsey, mm. voided cross, crowned bust to r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, TW at sides, cardinal’s hat below (S.2339; N.1799), slightly creased and flat at one part of legend, otherwise about very fine with a strong portrait £150-180
282 Henry VIII, second coinage, halfgroat, Canterbury, archbishop Warham, mm. uncertain mark, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, WA at sides, CIVITAS CANTOR (S.2343; N.1802), toned, nearly extremely fine £120-150

283 Henry VIII, second coinage, halfgroat, Canterbury, archbishop Warham, mm. cross patonce, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, WA at sides, the A struck on its side resembling a K, CIVITAS CANTOR (S.2343; N.1802), toned, better than fine, a scarce variety £120-150

* ex F W Longbottom, May 1934, lot 226 (part)

284 Henry VIII, second coinage, halfgroat, Canterbury, archbishop Warham, mm. T, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, WA at sides, CIVITAS CANTOR (S.2343; N.1802), toned, nearly extremely fine £120-150

285 Henry VIII, second coinage, halfgroat, Canterbury, archbishop Cranmer, mm. Catherine wheel/-, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, TC at sides, CIVITAS CANTOR (S.2345; N.1804), toned, nearly extremely fine £150-180

286 Henry VIII, second coinage, halfgroat, York, archbishop Wolsey, mm. voided cross, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, TW at sides, cardinal’s hat below (S.2346; N.1805), slightly bent, very fine or better and toned £100-120

287 Henry VIII, second coinage, halfgroats (2), York, archbishop Wolsey, mm. voided cross and voided cross/cross and pellet, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, TW at sides, cardinal’s hat below (S.2346; N.1805), both toned, good fine or better (2) £150-180
288 Henry VIII, second coinage, halfgroats, York, archbishop Lee, mm. key, crowned bust r., rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, LE at sides (2348; N.1807), toned, good fine, the second better but somewhat scratched (2) £100-120

* ex Lockett, lot 3236 (16/17)

289 Henry VIII, second coinage, pennies (3), sovereign type, Durham, bishop Wolsey, mm. crescent (2) and trefoil, crowned figure of king std. on throne, holding orb and sceptre, rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, TW at sides, cardinal’s hat below (S.2352; N.1811), good fine or better (3) £100-120

290 Henry VIII, second coinage, pennies (2), sovereign type, Durham, Sede Vacante and bishop Tunstall, mm. star/-, crowned figure of king std. on throne, holding orb and sceptre, rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, the second with CD at sides (S.2353/54; N.1812/13), nearly very fine and good very fine (2) £120-150

291 Henry VIII, second coinage, halfpennies, Canterbury (2), archbishop Warham, mm. T, crowned bust facing, W A at sides, rev: long cross, pellets in angles; archbishop Cranmer, mm. Catherine wheel, crowned bust facing, T C at sides, rev: long cross, pellets in angles (S. 2357/58; N.1816/17), both flat on legends but portraits about very fine, the first scarce (2) £100-120

292 Henry VIII, posthumous coinage, groat, Tower mint, mm. martlet, crowned bust 6 three-quarters facing, rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms, half-roses in forks (S.2403), about fine for issue, reverse better £50-70

293 Ireland, Henry VIII, posthumous issue, sixpenny groat, mm. -/P, small ‘late Tower- style’ bust half r., rev: shield of arms (S.6488), about very fine for issue, the portrait a little weak £120-150

294 Edward VI, fine silver coinage, crown, mm. y, 1551, crowned figure of king on horseback r., shouldering sword, date below, rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms (S.2478), nearly very fine/ good fine £1150-1250
Edward VI, fine silver coinage, crown, mm. tun, 1552, crowned figure of king on horseback r., shouldering sword, date below, rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms (S.2478), scarce date, fine or better £800-1000

Edward VI, fine silver coinage, crown, mm. tun, 1553, crowned figure of king on horseback r., shouldering sword, date below, rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms (S.2478), rare date, about fine, light scratch on reverse £800-1000

Edward VI, fine silver coinage, shillings (2), mm. tun and y, crowned bust facing between rose and mark of value, rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms; Mary, groat, crowned bust l., rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms (S.2482/92), fine or better, the last two creased (3) £150-200

Elizabeth I, second issue, half pound, mm. cross-crosslet, crowned bust l. (B&C.3C), rev. crowned shield of arms, ER at sides (S.2520), has been plugged, fair £250-300

Elizabeth I, third issue, half pound, mm. rose, crowned bust l. (B&C.3C), rev. crowned shield of arms, ER at sides (S.2520; B&C G9), barely fine but a rare mintmark £400-500

Elizabeth I, fourth issue, angel, mm. A (over bell on reverse), the archangel Michael slaying the dragon, rev. ship holding shield, cross above, E and rose at sides (S.2525; B&C.C18a), fine/ good fine, the obverse tooled £300-400
301  **Elizabeth I**, fifth issue, pound, mm. tun, crowned bust of queen l., wearing elaborate dress (B&C.7A), rev. crowned shield of arms, ER at sides (S.2534; B&C.F3), nearly extremely fine, on a full, round flan  £4000-5000

302  **Elizabeth I**, fifth issue, pound, mm. woolpack (at end of legend on obverse), crowned bust of queen l. (B&C.8A), wearing elaborate dress, rev. crowned shield of arms, ER at sides, annulet stops (S.2534; B&C.F10), some light scratches in obverse field, otherwise good very fine on a large, round flan and with a strong portrait  £2800-3200
303 Elizabeth I, first issue, shilling, mm. lis, wire-line inner circles only, crowned bust l. (B&C.1B), legend ends REGI, rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms, legend ends MEV (S.2548), lightly creased with some obverse scratches, otherwise good fine, reverse better, rare £300-400

304 Elizabeth I, first issue, shilling, mm. lis, wire-line and beaded inner circles, crowned bust l. (B&C.1D), legend ends REGINA, rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms, legend ends MEVM (S.2549), very slightly creased across bust and with scratches in front of face, toned good fine/very fine and rare. Notoriously difficult to obtain in any decent condition £200-300

* ex R A Shuttlewood (not in sale)

305 Elizabeth I, first issue, groat, mm. lis, wire-line inner circles only, small crowned bust l. (B&C.1F), legend ends REG; rev. small shield of arms (S.2550), rare, somewhat creased and cracked, some old surface scores, otherwise good fine with traces of old gilding—presumably to pass as a gold crown £200-250

306 Elizabeth I, first issue, groat, mm. lis, wire-line and beaded inner circles, crowned bust l. (B&C.1F), legend ends RE; rev. small shield of arms (S.2551), some digs in obverse field, otherwise nearly very fine and toned £120-150

* ex H Pegg Collection

307 Elizabeth I, second issue, shilling, mm. cross-crosslet, crowned bust l. (B&C.1A), rev. long cross fourchee over shield of arms (S.2555A), slightly weak in centres, otherwise about very fine on a full flan and rare thus £350-400
308 Elizabeth I, second issue, shilling, mm. cross-crosslet, crowned bust l. (B&C.1A), rev: long cross fourchee over shield of arms (S.2555A), some scratches and scores, otherwise good fine or better on a large flan £200-250
* ex late M Caldecott collection

309 Elizabeth I, second issue, groat, mm. martlet, wire-line and beaded inner circles, crowned bust l. (B&C.1F), legend reads AN:FR:HIB, rev: shield of arms (S.2556), crease mark on obverse, toned, nearly very fine £100-120

310 Elizabeth I, third issue, sixpences (2), mm. portcullis, 1566 and lion, 1566, crowned bust l. (B&C.4B) large rose behind, rev: shield of arms, date above (S.2562), fine and good fine (2) £80-100

311 Elizabeth I, third issue, sixpence, mm. castle/castle over coronet, 1569, crowned bust l. (B&C.4B) large rose behind, rev: shield of arms, date above (S.2562), an extremely rare date/mintmark combination, toned, fine £80-100
* ex R Carlyon-Britton and I D Brown (private trade, 1987)

312 Elizabeth I, third issue, sixpences (2), mm. castle, 1571 and ermine, 1573, crowned bust l. (B&C.4B) large rose behind, rev: shield of arms, date above (S.2562), fine and nearly very fine (2) £100-120

313 Elizabeth I, third issue, penny, mm. coronet, crowned bust l. (B&C.3I), rev: shield of arms (S.2570), toned, almost extremely fine and scarce thus £80-100
* ex R A Shuttlewood, lot 381a

314 Elizabeth I, third issue, penny, mm. castle, crowned bust l. (B&C.3I), rev: shield of arms (S.2570), rare, good fine £40-60
* ex R A Shuttlewood, lot 381b
where the mintmark was described incorrectly as castle over coronet on obverse. There is in fact no sign of overmarking but castle is a rare mark in itself.
315  **Elizabeth I**, third issue, threefarthings, mm. pheon, 1561, crowned bust l. (B&C 3l) large rose behind, rev: shield of arms, date above (S.2571), nearly very fine and toned £80-100

316  **Elizabeth I**, fourth issue, sixpences (2), mm. greek cross, 1579 and latin cross, 1581, crowned bust l., rose behind, rev: shield of arms, date above (S.2572), both good fine, the first slightly bent (2) £80-100

317  **Elizabeth I**, fifth issue, shilling, mm. crescent (over escallop on reverse), crowned bust l. (B&C 6A), rev: shield of arms (S.2577), a scarce bust and a popular mint mark (for the Armada year), good fine/ very fine £150-200

318  **Elizabeth I**, fifth issue, shilling, mm. large key/ woolpack, crowned bust l. (B&C 6B), rev: shield of arms (S.2577), toned, good fine £120-150

319  **Elizabeth I**, fifth issue, shilling, mm. anchor (straight flukes obv./ curved flukes rev.), crowned bust l. (B&C 6B), rev: shield of arms (S.2577), a rare combination for a scarce mint mark, small split in edge otherwise good fine and toned £150-180

* ex R A Shuttlewood (not in sale)

320  **Elizabeth I**, fifth issue, sixpences (3), mm. A, 1584, escallop, 1584 and woolpack, 1594, crowned bust l., rose behind, rev: shield of arms, date above (S.2578A), all fine or slightly better (3) £100-120

321  **Elizabeth I**, fifth issue, sixpence, 1588, mm. crescent, crowned bust l. (B&C 5a) rose behind, rev: shield of arms, date above (S.2578A), about fine/ fine, scarce and sought-after £80-100
322 Elizabeth I, fifth issue, sixpences (2), 1590, mm. hand; 1594/3, mm. woolpack (possibly over tun both sides) crowned bust l. (B&C 6C) rose behind, rev. shield of arms, date above (S.2578A), the first very fine but with heavy crease marks, the second nearly very fine and scarce (2) £120-150

323 Elizabeth I, fifth issue, sixpence, 1600/159-, mm. cypher, crowned bust l. (B&C 6C) rose behind, rev. shield of arms, date above (S.2578A), scarce, toned, very fine or better £120-150

324 Elizabeth I, fifth issue, halfpennies (2), mm. escallop and hand over crescent, portcullis, rev. cross, pellets in angles (S.2581), both good fine, the first scarce, the second a rare overmark (2) £60-80

* The second ex R A Shuttlewood (private transaction), purchased Seaby, 1974

325 Elizabeth I, sixth issue, crown, mm. 1, crowned bust l. (B&C 9A), with orb and sceptre, rev. shield of arms (S.2582), better than fine, a little weak on portrait £1000-1500

326 Elizabeth I, sixth issue, sixpence, 1602, mm. 2, crowned bust l. (B&C 6C) rose behind, rev. shield of arms, date above (S.2585), toned, very fine or better, though the mintmarks are indistinct, particularly on the reverse, rare, especially in this condition £120-150

This date normally turns up in fine condition or less.

327 Elizabeth I, trade coinage, Portcullis money, testern, mm 0, crowned shield of arms, crowned ER at sides, legend ends REGINA, rev. crowned portcullis, legend ends MEVM. (S.2607D), very fine but plugged at one o'clock £700-900
An interesting group of Elizabethan pewter tokens

328 **Elizabeth I**, pewter token or jetton, undated, lion rampant l., E-R at sides, *rev.* crowned portcullis with chains (N.2064; Mitchener 4696), rare, *about very fine* £100-120

329 **Elizabeth I**, pewter token or jetton, 1570, stg. figure of Justice, holding sword and balance, stars and R-K at sides, *rev.* crowned arms of France (not in Mitchener), some digs on obverse, *fine and very rare* £80-100

330 **Elizabeth I**, pewter token or jetton, undated, ?struck for the Accession, phoenix rising from flames, SOLA PHOENIX OMNIAE MUNDI, *rev.* bust of queen three-quarters l., wearing ruff, ET ANGLIAE GLORIA (M.I. 1, p.90/1; Mitchener 4500), drilled in five places, otherwise *about very fine for issue and very rare* £80-100

The deliberately drilled holes were probably made so that the item could be worn as a button or badge by someone anxious to show their support for the queen. Both the vendor and the cataloguer are of the opinion that the portrait does not represent the queen at the time of her accession to the throne in the 1550s. The style of portrait and dress suggest a date much later in the reign and a very similar representation of the queen is to be found on an Armada token bearing the date 1589. Also, Elizabeth did not adopt the phoenix as a personal badge until some time in the 1570s. Both these facts would suggest that there is no grounding for this token’s traditional attribution as an accession medal.

331 **Elizabeth I or Mary Queen of Scots**, pewter token or jetton, 1574, crowned lion rampant l., within garter, reversed K-R in field *rev.* crowned arms of France between crowned pillars, date below, PIETA ET IVSTIA [sic] (Mitchener 4585), *about very fine for issue and very rare* thus £100-120
332  Elizabeth I or Mary Queen of Scots, pewter token or jetton, undated, crowned lion rampant l., within garter, no field mark, rev. crowned quartered arms of France-Dauphine GOD SAVE THE QUEEN (Mitchener 4578), nearly very fine and very rare £80-100

333  James I, second coinage, Britain crown, mm. trefoil, third bust crowned r., rev. crowned shield of arms, IR above (S.2625), very good/fine £200-300

334  James I, third coinage, laurel, mm. rose, second laur. bust, mark of value behind, rev. long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms (S.2638), nearly very fine £600-800

335  James I, third coinage, half laurel, mm. trefoil, fourth laur. bust l., mark of value behind, rev. long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms (S.2641A), better than very fine with an excellent portrait £800-1000

336  James I, third coinage, quarter laurel, mm. trefoil, fourth laur. bust l., mark of value behind, rev. long cross fleury over crowned shield of arms (S.2642A), good fine with a good portrait £300-350

337  James I, second coinage, shilling, mm. rose, third bust crowned r., mark of value behind, rev. shield of arms (S.2654), nearly very fine £120-150
338  **Charles I**, unite, Tower mint, mm. bell, fourth bust crowned l., wearing lace collar, mark of value behind, rev. crowned, oval, garnished shield, crowned CR at sides (S.2693A), *almost extremely fine with an excellent portrait* £1800-2200

339  **Charles I**, Tower mint, halfcrown, type 2c, mm. harp, crowned figure of king on horseback l., shouldering sword, rev. oval, garnished shield of arms, CR at sides (S.2771), *good fine, reverse better* £80-100

340  **Charles I**, Tower mint under parliament, shilling, mm. sun, crowned bust l., mark of value behind, rev. flat-topped shield of arms over cross fourchee (S.2802, Br.564), *on a slightly small flan, as usual, otherwise about extremely fine and rare thus* £300-400

Considerably better than the Brooker specimen.
341  Charles I, Shrewsbury mint, half pound, mm. plume/ pellets, 1642, crowned figure of king on horseback, brandishing sword, no plume behind, arms below, rev. declaration in two lines, three Shrewsbury plumes and mark of value above, date below (S.2924; Br.805), good fine to very fine £1200-1500

342  Charles I, Oxford mint, crown, no mm., 1643, crowned figure of king on horseback, brandishing sword, plume behind (Shrewsbury die), rev. declaration in two lines, three Oxford plumes and mark of value above, date below (S.2946A; Br.870), toned, very fine or better, rare £1500-2000

343  Charles I, Bristol mint, shilling, mm. -/Br, 1644, crowned bust l., mark of value behind, plumelet before face, rev. declaration in three lines, three plumes above, date below (S.3015; Br.996), slightly ragged flan, otherwise good very fine or better, probably much as struck and better than the Brooker plate coin £500-700
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>344</td>
<td>Charles I, Worcester or Salopia mint, threepence, mm. lis, crowned bust l., mark of value behind, rev. oval, garnished shield (S.3117; Brooker 1177), rare, dark tone, about extremely fine but with a large piercing in front of face</td>
<td></td>
<td>£200-300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>345</td>
<td>Charles I, Newark besieged, shilling, 1646, arched crown between CR, mark of value below, rev. OBS NEWARK, date below (S.3143), weakly struck on the last two digits of date, otherwise toned, good very fine</td>
<td></td>
<td>£1000-1200</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346</td>
<td>Charles I, Newark besieged, shilling, 1645, high-arched crown between CR, mark of value below, rev. OBS NEWARK, date below (S.3143), possible trace of design or hallmark from original silver, a well-struck example, toned extremely fine and rare</td>
<td></td>
<td>£1500-2000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sold with a hand-written note:

A Newark Shilling of 1646 – Henry Wing

An old Newark Shilling – made out of the plate in Newark Castle for the purpose of payment to Soldiers during the Reign of King Charles, in the year 1646 whilst the Town was so closely besieged by Oliver Cromwell.

(given me by Mr J Bailey Brown – July 1857) H.W.
347  Commonwealth, unite, mm. sun, 1653, English shield of arms within wreath, rev. conjoined shields, mark of value above (S.3208), crisply struck, extremely fine £3000-3500

A Collection of Gold Sovereigns

348  George III, sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785), extremely fine to uncirculated £1000-1200

349  George III, sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785), about uncirculated, graded by NGC as AU 55 £850-950

350  George III, sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3785); half sovereign, 1818, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3786), the first fine or better with a couple of edge knocks, the second fine (2) £160-200

view this catalogue on-line at WWW.SIXBID.COM
351  **George III**, sovereign, 1820, large date, open 2, laur. head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3785C), *extremely fine*, graded by NGC a MS 62  
£650-700

352  **George III**, sovereign, 1820, large date, open 2, laur. head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3785C), *about extremely fine*  
£650-700

353  **George III**, sovereign, 1820, small date, closed 2, laur. head r., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3785C), *about fine and scarce*  
£300-350

354  **George IV**, proof sovereign, 1821, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3800; WR.231), *scarce, a few hairlines, otherwise extremely fine or better*  
£2200-2500

355  **George IV**, sovereign, 1822, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3800), *about extremely fine, reverse better*  
£700-800

356  **George IV**, sovereign, 1822, 1824, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3800), *both about very fine* (2)  
£450-550

357  **George IV**, sovereign, 1824, laur. head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3800), *slight edge bruise at 4 o’clock on obverse, otherwise about extremely fine*  
£400-500
358 George IV, sovereign, 1825, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), extremely fine, graded by NGC as MS 61
£600-700

359 George IV, sovereign, 1825, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), very fine
£250-300

360 George IV, proof sovereign, 1825, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms, milled edge (S.3801; WR.236), a few light hairlines, about FDC and scarce
£2500-2800

361 George IV, sovereign, 1826, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), a few scratches on cheek, otherwise very fine
£200-250

362 George IV, sovereign, 1830, struck en medaille, bare head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3801), about very fine and extremely rare
£800-1000
This die alignment a most unusual feature on sovereigns of this period

363 William IV, proof sovereign, 1831, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), choice about FDC
£2800-3000
364  **William IV**, proof sovereign, 1831, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), *a few hairlines, otherwise about FDC*, graded by NGC as PF 62 (Ultra Cameo) £2250-2500

365  **William IV**, sovereign, 1832, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), *about extremely fine* £800-850

366  **William IV**, sovereign, 1832, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), *fine* £160-200

367  **William IV**, sovereign, 1837, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3829B), *extremely fine or better, graded by NGC as AU 58* £750-800

368  **Victoria**, proof sovereign, 1839, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, die axis ↑↑ (S.3852; WR.302), *scarce, choice, about FDC* £2800-3000

369  **Victoria**, proof sovereign, 1839, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, die axis ↑↓ (S.3852; WR.303), *slight hairlines, otherwise about FDC* £2500-2700

370  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1842, open 2 in date, possibly struck over 1, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *very fine, reverse better, extremely rare* £500-600
The celebrated narrow shield variety. During the last few years, there has been an upsurge in interest in the collecting of sovereigns – leading to an inevitable and substantial increase in prices. This in turn has tempted onto the market a few signal rarities – foremost amongst them the 1819 sovereign. The 1843 narrow shield certainly ranks with that in terms of rarity – the cataloguer can find no trace of one being sold at auction for many years.

371  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1843, young head l., *rev.* crowned, narrow shield of arms within wreath (S.3852B), *good fine*  
£3500-4500

372  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1843, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *about extremely fine*  
£350-400

373  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1845, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *a few light scuffs, otherwise about extremely fine*  
£200-250

374  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1845, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *about extremely fine*  
£180-200

375  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1845, roman I in date, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), *a couple of tiny edge nicks, otherwise good fine or better and rare*  
£700-800
376 Victoria, sovereign, 1846, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), about uncirculated or better £400-500

377 Victoria, sovereign, 1846, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), slight scrape to the left of date, otherwise extremely fine, reverse better £150-200

378 Victoria, sovereign, 1846, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), appears to be an overstruck date, 4 over an upside down 4, good fine or better and very rare £500-600

379 Victoria, sovereign, 1847, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), practically uncirculated, reverse prooflike £400-450

380 Victoria, sovereign, 1847, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), scarce, extremely fine to uncirculated £300-400

381 Victoria, sovereign, 1847, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852), scuffed, about extremely fine £180-200

382 Victoria, sovereign, 1849, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), good extremely fine £150-200
383 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1850, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), *Roman I in date*, very rare, one of the finest known, about extremely fine to extremely fine
£1200-1500

384 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1853, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), *about extremely fine*
£120-140

385 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1855, young head l., raised WW, *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852C), *scarce, very fine*
£130-150

386 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1855, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), *mint state*
£300-400

387 **Victoria**, sovereigns, 1855, 1857, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), *scarce, extremely fine to uncirculated* (2)
£300-400

388 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1857, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), *practically uncirculated*
£140-160
389 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1859, Ansell, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852E), *this specimen is practically uncirculated and extremely rare in this grade. Certainly one of the finest known* £4000-5000

390 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1859, Ansell, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852E), *about extremely fine, scarce this nice* £2000-2200

391 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1860, large 0 in date, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), *very fine, reverse better* £150-200

392 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1860, large 0 in date, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), *very fine, reverse better* £125-175

393 **Victoria**, sovereign, 1861, roman I in date, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), *scarce, about very fine* £300-350
394 Victoria, sovereign, 1862, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), die crack through last digit of date, about very fine £100-120

395 Victoria, sovereign, 1863, roman I in date, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3852D), couple of tiny digs in front of mouth, otherwise better than very fine and very scarce £350-400

396 Victoria, sovereign, 1871, die no. 28, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853B), mint state £200-250

397 Victoria, sovereign, 1872, die no. 108, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853B), choice uncirculated £130-150

398 Victoria, sovereign, 1874, die no. 33, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3853B), the last date of the London shield-back sovereigns, good fine, reverse better, rare £800-1000
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399  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1887M, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath, M below (S.3854), scuffs on neck, otherwise about extremely fine and rare  £1750-2250

400  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1887M, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath, M below (S.3854), fine to very fine, scarce  £500-700

401  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1879S, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath, S below (S.3855), about uncirculated  £120-130

402  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1880S, inverted A in VICTORIA, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath, S below (S.3855), slight reverse edge nick, otherwise fine to very fine and very scarce  £400-500

403  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1881S, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath, S below (S.3855), extremely fine  £130-140

404  **Victoria**, sovereign, 1883S, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath, S below (S.3855), about uncirculated  £180-200
405 Victoria, sovereign, 1884S, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, S below (S.3855), practically uncirculated £160-180

406 Victoria, sovereign, 1884S, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, S below (S.3855), about uncirculated and choice £140-160

407 Victoria, sovereign, 1885S, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, S below (S.3855), practically uncirculated £220-250

408 Victoria, sovereign, 1879, young head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3856A), scuffed, otherwise better than very fine and scarce £320-350

409 Victoria, sovereign, 1872M, young head l., M below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3857), about extremely fine and scarce £300-350

410 Victoria, sovereign, 1873M, young head l., M below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3857), extremely fine to uncirculated £120-130

411 Victoria, sovereign, 1876M, young head l., M below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3857), about extremely fine £100-120
412 Victoria, sovereign, 1877M, young head l., M below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3857), extremely fine or better
£100-120

413 Victoria, sovereign, 1883M, young head l., M below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3857B), about uncirculated
£100-120

414 Victoria, sovereign, 1884M, young head l., M below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3857B), extremely fine or better
£100-120

415 Victoria, sovereign, 1871S, young head l., S below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3858A), scarce, about extremely fine
£200-250

416 Victoria, sovereign, 1873S, young head l., S below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3858A), extremely fine
£150-200

417 Victoria, sovereign, 1874S, young head l., S below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3858A), extremely fine
£120-140

418 Victoria, sovereign, 1874S, young head l., S below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3858A), extremely fine or better
£140-160
419 Victoria, sovereign, 1879S, young head l., S below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3858A), extremely fine, reverse better, the scarcest S mint young head sovereign £500-600

420 Victoria, sovereign, 1882S, young head l., S below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3858E), about uncirculated £140-150

421 Victoria, sovereign, 1886S, young head l., S below, rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3858E), practically uncirculated £120-140

422 Victoria, sovereign, 1888, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3866B), uncirculated £100-120

423 Victoria, sovereign, 1893M, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon, M above date (S.3867C), about uncirculated £100-120

424 Victoria, sovereign, 1887S, crowned, 'Jubilee' bust L, rev. St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.3868), about extremely fine, scarce £250-300
425 Victoria, sovereign, 1899P, crowned, veiled bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon, P above date (S.3876), a few light scuffs, otherwise about mint state £300-350

426 George V, proof sovereign, 1911, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3996), a few hairlines, otherwise good extremely fine £180-220

427 George V, sovereign, 1913C, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon, C above date (S.3997), extremely fine or better and rare £700-800

428 George V, sovereign, 1914C, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon, C above date (S.3997), uncirculated and scarce £450-500

429 George V, sovereign, 1928M, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, M above date (S.3999), rare date, about uncirculated £1300-1400

430 George V, sovereign, 1930M, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, M above date (S.4000), scarce, about uncirculated £130-150

431 George V, sovereign, 1931M, bare head r., rev. St. George and the dragon, M above date (S.4000), scarce, about uncirculated £250-300
432 George V, sovereign, 1925P, bare head r., rev: St. George and the dragon, P above date (S.4001), about extremely fine

£100-150

433 George V, sovereign, 1926P, bare head r., rev: St. George and the dragon, P above date (S.4001), rare, about uncirculated, getting harder to find

£750-850

434 George V, sovereign, 1927P, bare head r., rev: St. George and the dragon, P above date (S.4001), about uncirculated, scarce date

£200-250

435 George V, sovereign, 1921S, bare head l., rev: St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.4003), scarce date, extremely fine or better

£850-950

436 George V, sovereign, 1924S, bare head l., rev: St. George and the dragon, S above date (S.4003), scarce, about extremely fine

£750-850

437 George V, sovereign, 1923SA, bare head r., rev: St. George and the dragon, SA above date (S.4004), about extremely fine

£2000-2500

The 1923SA currency sovereign is much scarcer than the proof of the same date, also harder to find than the 1924SA.
438   **Elizabeth II**, sovereign, 1974, diademed bust r., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.4204), struck with an extra collar in place which has resulted in the coin being slightly off-centre and most of the edge milling being lost, about uncirculated and very rare

£500-600

It really is most unusual to find misstruck gold coins from the Royal Mint.

439   **Elizabeth II**, gold proof sovereign, 1989, full-length, crowned figure of queen std. on throne holding two sceptres, rev. crowned shield of arms on full-blown rose (S.4272), FDC, in a Royal Mint case

£300-350

*Lunch Break* - The Auction will resume at 2.30pm

*Other Milled British Coins*

440   **Oliver Cromwell**, broad, 1656, by Simon, struck in pewter, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (cf. S.3225; N.2744 note), about extremely fine and excessively rare

£2500-3000

As Murdoch, lot 484
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441  **Oliver Cromwell**, crown, 1658, Dutch copy, on a silver gilt flan, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3226A; ESC.11A[R7]), extremely rare, good very fine or better £2500-3000

442  **Oliver Cromwell**, halfcrown, 1658, laur head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3227A; ESC.447), toned, very fine or better £1800-2200

443  **Oliver Cromwell**, pattern shilling, 1658, Dutch copy, struck on a thick flan, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms, 10.54gms (cf. S.3228; ESC 1006A[R6]), extremely fine and extremely rare £3000-4000

*ex Brushfield, Glendining’s, 1929, lot 399.*

The so-called “Cromwell florin”. In 1929 at Glendining’s this fetched £41! It is interesting to note that in the same sale, a Dutch copy crown made £2/8/- and an extremely fine halfcrown fetched £1/1/-.

444  **Oliver Cromwell**, shilling, 1658, a cast copy in (?) base silver, laur head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (cf. S.3228), good fine, scarce and interesting £100-150

A good-quality, apparently contemporary cast of a rare coin
Oliver Cromwell, sixpence, 1658, from Dutch dies, usually called Tanner’s copy, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms, plain edge (S.3229var; ESC.1506), choice extremely fine £3500-4500

Oliver Cromwell, cast sixpence, 1658, laur. head l., liberty cap below, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3229var; ESC. -), good fine or better and very rare £250-300

The portrait of Cromwell with the liberty cap beneath may relate to the Netherlands, where the cap was used as a sign of political freedom. See St James’s Auction 2, lot 157 for a similar piece.

Oliver Cromwell, portrait farthing, undated, laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3230; P.390), about very fine and very rare £4000-5000

* ex Brooks Collection

Charles II, hammered coinage, second issue, unite, mm. crown, laur. bust l., mark of value behind, rev. crowned, oval garnished shield, CR at sides (S.3304), about very fine/ very fine, graded by NGC as VF 35 £2000-2200

Charles II, five guineas, 1678/7, TRICESIMO, second laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3331), flan crack from the R of Charles to the hair, about very fine/ good very fine £2500-2800
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price Range</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>Charles II, two guineas, 1684 elephant and castle, second laur. head r., elephant and castle below, rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3336), tiny edge bruise below bust, otherwise just very fine</td>
<td>£2000-2500</td>
<td>The second rarest date of the elephant and castle two guineas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>451</td>
<td>Charles II, shilling, 1663, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles (S.3371), toned, almost very fine</td>
<td>£300-350</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>452</td>
<td>Charles II, shilling, 1663, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked Cs in angles (S.3371), good fine/ nearly very fine, dies slightly out of alignment</td>
<td>£120-150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>453</td>
<td>Charles II, shilling, 1663, first laur. bust variety r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked C’s in angles (S.3372), some rub on high points, otherwise nicely toned, better than extremely fine, reverse better, graded by PCGS as MS64</td>
<td>£2800-3200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>454</td>
<td>William and Mary, guinea, 1689, conjoined laur. heads r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3426), good very fine/ about extremely fine but has been cleaned or gilt</td>
<td>£800-1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
455  **William and Mary**, guinea, 1694, conjoined laur. heads r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3426), fine, reverse better

£700-800

456  **William and Mary**, guinea, 1691, elephant and castle, conjoined heads r., elephant and castle below, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3427), good fine/ nearly very fine

£850-950

457  **William and Mary**, half guinea, 1691, elephant and castle, conjoined heads r., elephant and castle below, rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3431), reverse weak, about fine

£250-300

458  **William and Mary**, crown, 1691, TERTIO, conjoined laur. heads r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked WM's in angles (S.3433), small metal flaw on Mary's chin, otherwise attractive about very fine/ very fine

£1000-1500

459  **William and Mary**, shilling, 1692, conjoined laur. busts r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, interlinked WM’s in angles, RE over ET in legend (S.3437), an extremely rare variety, very fine or better

£500-700

460  **William III**, guinea, 1698, second laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3460), nearly very fine, reverse better

£800-900
461  William III, guinea, 1701, second laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3463), well struck, extremely fine to mint state £2800-3200

462  William III, crown, 1695, OCTAVO, first laur. bust r. rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3470; ESC.87), virtually mint state and toned, graded by NGC as MS 63 £1150-1250

463  William III, halfcrown, 1698, laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3494), some flecking on obverse flan, otherwise extremely fine or better £400-500

464  William III, shilling, 1700, fifth laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3516), about extremely fine £150-180

465  William III, shilling, 1700, fifth laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3516), about extremely fine and toned £150-180
466  William III, sixpence, 1696, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3520), bright, extremely fine £100-120

467  William III, sixpence, 1697, third laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3538), about mint state £120-150

468  William III, halfpenny, 1695, laur. bust r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3554), struck on a slightly pitted flan, otherwise extremely fine or better with some original lustre £400-500

469  Anne, half guinea, 1705, bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3564), small mark on bust, otherwise good fine £1000-1200

All pre-Union half guineas are extremely rare and are seldom offered for sale

470  Anne, guinea, 1713, third bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3574), better than very fine, attractive red tone £1100-1200

471  Anne, guinea, 1714, third bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3574), extremely fine or better £1800-2200
472  **Anne**, guinea, 1714, third bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3574), *good very fine*  
£1100-1200

473  **Anne**, guinea, 1714, third bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3574), *fine or better*  
£300-350

474  **Anne**, sixpence, 1703, Vigo, bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3590), *some flecking to flan, otherwise better than extremely fine*  
£150-200

475  **Anne**, crown, 1707, SEPTIMO, plain, second bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, nothing in angles (S.3601; ESC.104), *has been wiped a long time ago, otherwise well struck and almost extremely fine, scarce thus*  
£1200-1500

476  **Anne**, halfcrown, 1708, SEPTIMO, plain, bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3604; ESC.577), *toned, virtually mint state, described by NGC as ESC.576 and graded MS 63*  
£1300-1500

477  **Anne**, shilling, 1707E, Edinburgh, second bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3608), *extremely fine for this normally weak issue, rare*  
£250-300
478  **George I**, guinea, 1715, second laur. head r., *rev*: crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3629), *a couple of small cuts in edge, otherwise fine or better*  
£350-450

479  **George I**, guinea, 1720, fourth laur. head r., *rev*: crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3631), *nearly very fine with traces of lustre in the devices*  
£600-800

One of the scarcer dates of George I guineas.

480  **George I**, guinea, 1722, fourth laur. head r., *rev*: crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3631), *nearly very fine to very fine, graded by NGC as XF 40*  
£800-900

481  **George I**, guinea, 1726, fifth laur. head r., *rev*: crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3633), *a superb piece, virtually mint state, graded by PCGS as MS64*  
£4000-4500

482  **George I**, guinea, 1726, fifth laur. head r., *rev*: crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3633), *about extremity fine, graded by NGC as AU 58*  
£2000-2200
483  **George I**, guinea, 1726, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3633), *good fine* / *nearly very fine*  £800-900

484  **George I**, half guinea, 1719, first laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3635), *practically mint state, graded by PCGS as MS64*  £3000-3500

First bust half guineas of George I are notoriously difficult to find in top grade.

485  **George I**, half guinea, 1719, first laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3635), *a few surface marks, otherwise very fine or better, may have been in the ground*  £400-500

486  **George I**, quarter guinea, 1718, laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3638), *extremely fine*  £350-400

487  **George I**, quarter guinea, 1718, laur. head r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (S.3638), *about extremely fine*  £200-250

488  **George I**, shilling, 1715, roses and plumes, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles (S.3645), *cleaned many years ago, better than very fine*  £80-100
489  **George I**, shilling, 1723 SSC, first laur. bust r., rev. crowned cruciform shields, SSC in angles (S.3647), *extremely fine or better*  
£200-250

490  **George I**, farthing, 1719, laur. bust r., rev. Britannia std. l., with shield and spear (S.3662 [first variety]; P.812), *nearly extremely fine, with traces of original colouring*  
£450-550

A scarce variety with small lettering on the obverse

491  **George II**, two guineas, 1738, young laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3667B), *a few scuffs, otherwise virtually mint state and choice*  
£2000-2500

492  **George II**, two guineas, 1739, intermediate laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3668), *good very fine/ nearly extremely fine, graded by NGC as AU 58*  
£1250-1500
493 George II, guinea, 1733, young laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3674), extremely fine £2000-2500

494 George II, guinea, 1733, young laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3674), slightly weak, otherwise very fine £800-1000

495 George II, guinea, 1745, Lima, intermediate laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3679), small scrape above eye, slightly weak, otherwise about very fine, retaining some original lustre, rare £1500-2000

496 George II, guinea, 1752, old laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3680), good very fine/ almost extremely fine £850-950

497 George II, guinea, 1759, old laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3680), good very fine £800-900

498 George II, half guinea, 1759, old laur. head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3685); George III, half guinea, 1801, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3736), fine and very fine, the second ex mount (2) £200-250

500  **George II**, shillings (3), 1727 and 1736 roses and plumes, 1745 Lima, laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (*S*.3698/99/3703), *all about very fine or better* (3)  £180-220

501  **George II**, proof shilling, 1746, reeded edge, plain, old laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (*S*.3704), *superbly toned*, about FDC  £900-1100

502  **George II**, sixpence, 1741 roses, young laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (*S*.3708); **George IV**, sixpence, 1821, laur. head l., *rev.* crowned, garnished shield of arms (*S*.3813); **Victoria**, double florin, 1887, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields, sceptres in angles (*S*.3923), *very fine, about extremely fine and uncirculated, the second cleaned* (3)  £120-150

503  **George II**, proof sixpence, 1746, reeded edge, plain, old laur. bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (*S*.3711), *deeply toned*, FDC  £700-900
504  **George III**, pattern guinea in bronze, 1782, narrow, laur. head r., *rev.* ornate, crowned shield of arms (S.-), scarce, good very fine

£180-220

505  **George III**, guinea, 1771, third laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3727), *fine or better*  

£200-250

506  **George III**, guinea, 1773, third laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3727), *fine*  

£150-200

507  **George III**, guinea, 1785, fourth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3728), *very fine or better*  

£300-350

508  **George III**, guinea, 1785, fourth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3728); guinea, 1790, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3729), *fine or better* (2)  

£300-400

509  **George III**, guinea, 1788, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S. 3729), *the year of the Australian proclamation, about extremely fine or better*  

£450-500
510  George III, guinea, 1788, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), some test marks by Rex on reverse, otherwise about very fine £120-150

511  George III, guinea, 1789, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), about uncirculated £450-500

512  George III, guinea, 1789, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), about uncirculated £450-500

513  George III, guinea, 1789, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), a few scuffs, otherwise practically uncirculated, a scarcer date £400-450

514  George III, guineas, 1789, 1790, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), a few scratches and scuffs, otherwise fine or better (2) £200-250

515  George III, guineas, 1791, 1794, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), the first fine, the second better but scratched on reverse (2) £250-300

516  George III, guinea, 1793, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3729), a few scuffs, otherwise practically uncirculated £400-450
517  **George III**, guinea, 1793, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3729), *fine or better*  £100-150

518  **George III**, guinea, 1794, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3729), *scratch in front of neck,* otherwise *nearly extremely fine*  £250-300

519  **George III**, guinea, 1797, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S. 3729), *rare date, a few light hairlines,* otherwise *about extremely fine*  £450-500

520  **George III**, guinea, 1798, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S. 3729), *about uncirculated*  £400-450

521  **George III**, half guinea, 1779, fourth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3734), *extremely fine*  £350-400

522  **George III**, half guinea, 1794, fifth laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S. 3735); half sovereign, 1817, laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3786), *the first very fine or better, the second extremely fine, some scratches in front of face* (2)  £200-250
523  **George III**, half guinea, 1798/7, fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3735), scarce, good very fine  £300-350

524  **George III**, half guinea, 1801, sixth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3736), half guinea, 1808, seventh laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3737), extremely fine and very fine or better (2)  £350-400

525  **George III**, half guinea, 1803, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3736), extremely fine or better  £200-220

526  **George III**, half guinea, 1803, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3736), extremely fine  £160-200

527  **George III**, half guinea, 1804, seventh laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3737); half guinea, 1793 fifth laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3735), the first very fine, the second fine and from a mount (2)  £100-150

528  **George III**, half guinea, 1811, seventh laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3737), scratch under bust, two tiny edge dings below 11 of date, otherwise extremely fine and a very scarce date  £300-350

529  **George III**, half guinea, 1813, seventh laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3737), a superb coin, mint state  £450-500
530  **George III**, half guinea, 1813, seventh laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3737), *scratch under bust, otherwise very fine or better* £80-100

531  **George III**, third guineas, 1802, 1803 (2), first laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3739); third guinea, 1804, second laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3740), *fine or better* (4) £240-280

532  **George III**, third guineas, 1802, 1809, laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3739/40), *the first about extremely fine, the second very fine with some light scratches* (2) £200-250

533  **George III**, third guinea, 1806, second laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3740), *about uncirculated* £250-300

534  **George III**, third guineas, 1806 (3), second laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3740), *very fine or better, one cleaned* (3) £150-180

535  **George III**, third guinea, 1809, second laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3740), *about very fine* £70-80

536  **George III**, third guinea, 1810, second laur. head r., *rev.* crown, date below (S.3740), *about uncirculated* £220-250

537  **George III**, quarter guinea, 1762, laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3741), *good very fine* £150-200

*view this catalogue on-line at WWW.SIXBID.COM*
George III, Bank of England, dollar, 1804, laur. bust r., rev. Britannia std. l. within crowned garter (S.3768), good very fine £280-320

George III, Bank of England, dollar, 1804, laur. bust r., rev. Britannia seated within crowned garter (S.3768), good very fine £200-250

Top leaf on head points to centre of E in DEI

George III, proof Irish six shillings, 1804, laur. bust r., rev. Hibernia std. l. with harp, date beneath (S.6615), about FDC £1400-1600

George III, half sovereign, 1818, laur. head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3786), extremely fine or better, graded by NGC as MS 62 £350-400

George III, crown, 1820, LX, 20 of date over 19, laur head r., rev. St George and dragon (S.3787; ESC.220A), good very fine/ nearly extremely fine and an extremely rare variety £450-500
543  **George III**, pattern crown, 1817, by W Wyon, the 'Three Graces' crown, struck in lead on a very thick flan, laur. head r., date below; rev. three female figures, representing the kingdoms of England, Scotland and Ireland, edge plain (ESC.227[R7]; L&S.157), obverse and reverse corroded, otherwise very fine or better and extremely rare  
£1000-1500

An example was sold in the Paget sale, lot 418, which fetched exactly double the price of a silver example.

544  **George III**, halfcrown, 1817, laur. 'bull' head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3788), a few insignificant scratches on obverse, otherwise a mint state coin with attractive toning  
£300-350

545  **George III**, halfcrown, 1817, laur. 'bull' head r., rev. crowned shield of arms within garter (S.3788), about extremely fine, reverse better  
£200-250

546  **George IV**, two pounds, 1823, bare head l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3798), struck with highly polished fields, possibly a proof, a few scratches, otherwise about mint state  
£1500-2000
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Coin Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>547</td>
<td>George IV, two pounds, 1823, bare head l., <em>rev.</em> St. George and the dragon (S.3798), <em>small mark on neck</em>, <em>practically uncirculated</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548</td>
<td>George IV, two pounds, 1823, bare head l., <em>rev.</em> St. George and the dragon (S.3798), <em>mounted on edge and with surfaces rubbed having been in jewellery, otherwise about very fine</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>549</td>
<td>George IV, half sovereign, 1821, laur. head l., <em>rev.</em> crowned shield of arms (S.3802), <em>scarce, about extremely fine</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>George IV, proof half sovereign, 1826, bare head l., <em>rev.</em> crowned shield of arms (S.3804A; WR.249), <em>a few hairlines, otherwise about FDC</em>, <em>graded by NGC as PF 63</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>551</td>
<td>George IV, shilling, 1825, laur. head l., <em>rev.</em> crowned shield within garter (S.3811), <em>some light scratches in obverse field, otherwise good extremely fine, reverse better</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>552</td>
<td>William IV, proof half sovereign, 1831, bare head r., <em>rev.</em> crowned shield of arms (S.3830; WR.267), <em>choice, about FDC</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
553  **William IV**, half sovereign, 1834, bare head r., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3830) *about uncirculated*, graded by NGC as MS 61

£400-450

554  **William IV**, proof crown, 1831, bare head r., WW incuse on truncation, rev. crowned shield of arms over mantle, edge plain (S.3833; ESC.271), scarce, a few light hairlines, otherwise about FDC and attractive

£8000-9000

555  **Victoria**, five pounds, 1839, ‘Una and the lion’, lettered edge, young head l., rev. crowned figure of the queen as Una stg. l., holding orb and sceptre, lion behind, date below (S.3851; W&R.279), numerous hairlines and marks in field, otherwise extremely fine or better

£13500-14500

556  **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1850, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh424), *just very fine, a rare date*

£250-300
557 **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1853, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3859; Marsh427), *possibly an impaired proof, obverse scuffing, extremely fine or better, rare* £400-600

558 **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1861, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (S.3859A; Marsh435), *extremely fine or better* £200-220

559 **Victoria**, five pounds, 1887, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3864), *about mint state* £600-800

560 **Victoria**, five pounds, 1887, crowned ‘Jubilee’ bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3864), *a couple of digs in front of face, otherwise very fine or better* £450-500
561  **Victoria**, five pounds, 1887, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3864), *edge bruises on reverse, otherwise very fine*  
£400-450

562  **Victoria**, two pounds, 1887, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3865), *very fine or better*  
£220-260

563  **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1887S, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3871), *scarce, about extremely fine*  
£250-300

564  **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1891S, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3871D), *good very fine*  
£130-150

565  **Victoria**, proof five pounds, 1893, crowned, veiled bust l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3872), *a few hairlines on both sides, otherwise extremely fine or better*  
£1600-1800

566  **Victoria**, five pounds, 1893, crowned, veiled bust l., **rev.** St. George and the dragon (S.3872), *good extremely fine or better, graded by NGC as AU 58*  
£1050-1150
567  **Victoria**, five pounds, 1893, crowned, veiled bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3872), *virtually mint state*, graded by NGC as MS 62  
£1550-1650

568  **Victoria**, two pounds, 1893, crowned, veiled bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3873), *about mint state*  
£500-700

569  **Victoria**, half sovereign, 1900P, crowned, veiled bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon, P above date (S.3880), *good very fine*  
£150-180

570  **Victoria**, proof crown, 1839, plain edge, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3882; ESC.279; L&S.38), *as issued in the proof set, a few light marks on obverse, otherwise brilliant FDC*  
£3500-4000

571  **Victoria**, crown, 1847, undecimo, crowned ‘gothic’ bust l., *rev.* crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288), *mint state, superbly toned*  
£2000-2500
572 Victoria, crown, 1847, undecimo, crowned ‘gothic’ bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288), toned, about extremely fine £1200-1400

573 Victoria, crown, 1847, undecimo, crowned ‘gothic’ bust l., rev. crowned, cruciform shields (S.3883; ESC.288), has been lightly cleaned in the past, otherwise extremely fine or better £800-900

574 Victoria, proof halfcrown, 1839, plain edge, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3885; ESC.670), a few light hairlines, about FDC, a superb coin with beautiful toning £1500-2000

575 Victoria, proof halfcrown, 1839, plain edge, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3885; ESC.670), a few light hairlines on obverse, otherwise lightly toned and brilliant £900-1100

576 Victoria, proof halfcrown, 1839, young head l., rev. crowned shield of arms within wreath, plain edge (S.3885; ESC.670), a couple of digs on the bust, otherwise deeply and attractively toned, about FDC £900-1100
577  **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1845, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3888; ESC.679), *about uncirculated* £520-580

578  **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1845, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3888; ESC.679), *bright, practically mint state* £520-580

579  **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1874, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3889), *good extremely fine* £200-250

580  **Victoria**, halfcrown, 1886, young head l., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (S.3889), *good extremely fine* £180-220

581  **Victoria**, gothic florin, 1853, crowned bust l., *rev.* crowned cruciform shields (S.3891; ESC.808), *toned, uncirculated* £240-260
582 Victoria, gothic florin, 1862, crowned bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3891; ESC.820[R2]), a very rare date, uncirculated £1200-1400

583 Victoria, proof gothic florin, 1867, crowned bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3893; ESC.831[R5]), extremely rare, toned, about FDC £2200-2500

584 Victoria, gothic florin, 1870, crowned bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3893; ESC.836), toned, mint state £280-320

585 Victoria, proof gothic florin, 1871, crowned bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields, plain edge (S.3893; ESC.839[R4]), very rare, toned, about FDC £2500-2800

586 Victoria, gothic florin, 1881, date reads xcor, crowned bust l., rev. crowned cruciform shields (S.3900var; ESC.858A), a rare variety, about uncirculated £300-350
587 Victoria, proof shilling, 1839; proof sixpence, 1839; proof maundy set, 1839 (but the fourpence dated 1842) young head l., rev. crowned value within wreath (S.3904/08/16; ESC.1282/1685/2449), all toned proofs, FDC, housed in a contemporary case £1100-1200

These pieces all formed part of an original ‘Una and the lion’ proof set where both the groats were dated 1842 (for currency groat: see lot 601) and the penny and halfpenny were dated 1841 (lots 612/615). This is a most unusual practice, but the cataloguer has seen odd-date proofs included in sets before.

588 Victoria, shilling, 1856, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3904; ESC.1304), scarce, mint state £200-220

589 Victoria, shilling, 1856, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3904; ESC.1304), toned extremely fine or better £60-80

590 Victoria, shilling, 1857, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3904; ESC.1305), about uncirculated £180-200

591 Victoria, shilling, 1859, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3904; ESC.1307), scarce, mint state £200-220
592 **Victoria**, pattern shilling, 1863, by C W Wiener and Wyon, young head l., wearing diadem, CH.W raised, rev: value within wreath (S.-; ESC.1375[R3]), about FDC and rare

£1050-1150

593 **Victoria**, pattern shilling, 1863, by Wiener and Taylor, young head l., wearing diadem, C.W raised, rev: value within wreath, plain edge (S.-; ESC.1380[R]), about FDC and rare

£1050-1150

594 **Victoria**, pattern shilling, undated, c. 1863, by Wiener and Taylor, young head l., wearing flower wreath, C.W raised, rev: small ornate crowned shield of arms within garter, the whole within an ornate scrolled border in imitation of engraving, plain edge (S.-; ESC.1398[R4]), about FDC and very rare, a charming piece

£1350-1500

595 **Victoria**, shilling, 1865, young head l., rev: value within wreath (S.3905; ESC.1313), about uncirculated

£190-220
596 **Victoria**, proof shilling, 1871, young head l., *rev.* value within wreath, plain edge (S.3906A; ESC.1323), *only a couple of specimens known, a superb piece, beautifully toned FDC* £2500-2800

597 **Victoria**, sixpence, 1844, large 44 in date, young head l., *rev.* value within wreath (S.3908; ESC.1690A[R2]), *uncirculated* £220-250

598 **Victoria**, pattern sixpence, 1856, by Wyon, young head l., *rev.* value, HALF SHILLING, within wreath (S.-; ESC.1774), *toned FDC* £1200-1500

599 **Victoria**, groat, 1838, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and trident (S.3913; ESC.1930), *mint state* £110-120

600 **Victoria**, groat, 1840, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and trident (S.3913; ESC.1934), *mint state* £110-120

601 **Victoria**, proof groat, 1842, young head l., *rev.* Britannia std. l., with shield and trident, die axis ↑↑ (S.3913; ESC.1937), brilliant, toned FDC £500-600

This coin originated in a Una and the lion set.
602 Victoria, threepence, 1859, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3914; ESC.2066A), toned, mint state £110-120

603 Victoria, threepence, 1866, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3914A; ESC.2073), mint state £110-120

604 Victoria, threepence, 1871, young head l., rev. value within wreath (S.3914C; ESC.2077), scarce, mint state £125-150

605 Victoria, proof maundy set, 1838, young head l., rev. crowned mark of value within wreath (S.3916; ESC.2446[R3]), very rare, about FDC (4) £800-850

606 Victoria, proof crown, 1887, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3921; ESC.297), a few surface scratches, otherwise nearly FDC £240-260

607 Victoria, crown, 1888, narrow date, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., rev. St. George and the dragon (S.3921; ESC.298), scarce date, mint state £150-200
608  **Victoria**, crown, 1892, crowned 'Jubilee' bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3921; ESC.302), *nicely toned*, about uncirculated  
£100-150

609  **Victoria**, crown, 1896, LX, crowned, veiled bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.311), *a few slight bagmarks, otherwise about mint state*  
£250-300

610  **Victoria**, crown, 1899, LXIII, crowned, veiled bust l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.3937; ESC.317), *about uncirculated*  
£250-300

611  **Victoria**, set of silver coins, 1899, comprising crown, LXII, halfcrown, florin, shilling, sixpence and threepence, veiled bust l., *rev.* various (S.3937/38/39/40A/41/42), *an attractive set, all EF to mint state and nicely toned* (6)  
£300-350
612 Victoria, proof copper penny, 1841, young head l., rev: Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3948), one or two small scratches behind neck, otherwise brilliant FDC and scarce
£800-1000

This coin originally formed part of an 1839 set.

613 Victoria, copper penny, 1860/59, young head l., rev: Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3948), very rare, nearly extremely fine, graded by PCGS as AU 55
£1000-1200

614 Victoria, copper penny, 1860/59, young head l., rev: Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3948), very rare, large dig at Britannia’s helmet, otherwise about fine
£200-250

615 Victoria, proof copper halfpenny, 1841, young head l., rev: Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3949), rare, about FDC
£600-700

This coin originally formed part of an 1839 set.

616 Victoria, proof copper farthing, 1839, young head l., rev: Britannia std. r. with shield and trident (S.3950), rare, about FDC
£200-250
617  **Victoria**, halfpenny, 1860, beaded border, young bust l., rev. Britannia std. r., with shield and trident, the first digit of the date almost invisible due to weak striking (S.3956), practically mint state £200-300

Struck from a die where the first digit of the date has become temporarily blocked with grease.

618  **Victoria and earlier**, a group of engraved silver coins, commemorating the deaths of various members of the same family – George III, shilling, Victoria, shilling and Charles II crowns (3), engraved respectively ML, 1816; JL, 1847; AL, 1841; WJ, 1844, GL, 1851, coins mostly better than fine, engraving clear, an interesting and unusual group (5) £250-350

* ex Lord Pender.

According to Who’s Who, 3rd Baron Pender's mother was Camilla Lethbridge – it may possibly be that the coins, all with surname initial 'L', relate to his mother's side of the family.

619  **Edward VII**, matt proof set, 1902, £5 – maundy penny, head r., rev. various (S.PS9), FDC, in original fitted case of issue (13) £1600-1800
620 **Edward VII**, matt proof set, 1902, £5 – maundy penny, head r., rev. various (S.PS9), *FDC, in original fitted case of issue* (13) £1600-1800

621 **Edward VII**, matt proof set, 1902, £5 – maundy penny, head r., rev. various (S.PS9), *about FDC, in original fitted case of issue* (13) £1400-1500

622 **Edward VII**, five pounds, 1902, head r., *rev. St. George and the dragon* (S.3965), lightly brushed, otherwise very fine or better £400-450

623 **Edward VII**, proof five pounds, 1902, head r., *rev. St. George and the dragon* (S.3966), somewhat impaired, edge bruise on obverse, otherwise very fine or better £425-475
624  **George V**, proof set, 1911, five pounds to maundy penny (S.PS11), *FDC in original case of issue, the silver attractively toned* (12)

£2500-3000

625  **George V**, proof set, 1911, gold sovereign to maundy penny (S.PS12), *about FDC in original case of issue, the silver toned* (10)

£1000-1200
626  **George V**, proof crown, 1932, head l., **rev.** large crown within circular wreath (S.4036; ESC.372), nearly FDC and very rare  
£850-950

627  **George V**, crown, 1932, head l., **rev.** large crown with circular wreath (S.4036), slightly toned, extremely fine and prooflike  
£200-250

628  **George VI**, gold proof set, 1937, £5 – half sovereign, bare head l., **rev.**, St. George and the dragon (S.PS15), about FDC in original case of issue  
£1800-2200

629  **George VI**, gold proof set, 1937, £5 – half sovereign, bare head l., **rev.**, St. George and the dragon (S.PS15), about FDC in original case of issue  
£1800-2200
630  **George VI**, proof two pounds, 1937, head l., *rev.* St. George and the dragon (S.4075), *some scuffing, otherwise extremely fine or better*  
£300-350

631  **George VI**, VIP proof crown, 1951, head l., *rev.* St George and the dragon (S.4111), *about FDC, in case of issue, very rare*  
£700-800

These coins are extremely rare in their red leather case of issue.

632  **Elizabeth II**, Churchill crown, 1965, laur. head r., *rev.* bust of Churchill r., in low relief (S.4144), *struck without a collar, resulting in a plain edge, slightly off-centre, about uncirculated and rare*  
£250-300

633  **Elizabeth II**, gold proof two pounds, 1989, full-length, crowned figure of queen std. on throne holding two sceptres, *rev.* crowned shield of arms on full-blown rose (S.4263), *FDC*  
£200-250

This and the following lot were struck to commemorate the 500th anniversary of the gold sovereign.

634  **Elizabeth II**, gold proof half sovereign, 1989, full-length, crowned figure of queen std. on throne holding two sceptres, *rev.* crowned shield of arms on full-blown rose (S.4277), *FDC*  
£120-150
635  Elizabeth II, pattern 20 pence in cupro-nickel, 1981, crowned shield of arms between Tower and rose, EXPERIMENTAL COIN and date incuse in raised border, rev: orb, ROYAL MINT TRIAL in border (S.-), about uncirculated, very rare  £120-150

Foreign Coins

636  Argentina, republic, 8 reales, 1813EN, Potosi, radiant sun, rev: oval shield of arms within wreath (KM.5), scarce, very fine, better condition than normally seen for this piece  £200-250

637  Australia, Victoria, sovereign, 1862, Sydney Mint, laur. head l., rev: AUSTRALIA crowned within wreath (KM.4; Fr.10), one of the scarcest dates, scuffed, about extremely fine  £1000-1200

638  Australia, type set of gold coins, Victoria – George V, sovereigns (9) as follow:
1867, Sydney mint (KM 4), scuffed, extremely fine
1877S, Shield back (S.3855), about very fine
1885S, St George (S.3858E), extremely fine
1892M, Jubilee head (S.3867C), uncirculated
1896M, veiled head (S.3875), about uncirculated
1906M, Edward VII (S.3971), uncirculated
1912P, 1913S, 1931P (S.4001/03/02), George V, uncirculated
And half sovereigns (7):
1861, 1864, Sydney mint (KM.3), good fine
1871S, shield back (S.3862), about extremely fine
1887M, Jubilee head (S.3870), virtually mint state
1897S, veiled head (S.3881), about uncirculated
1908S, Edward VII (S.3977B), about uncirculated
1915S, George V (S.4009), extremely fine
Graded as above in a modern, fitted perspex case (16)  £1600-1800
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Price Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>639</td>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Franz Joseph, proof 100 corona, 1908, on the 60th anniversary of the reign,</td>
<td>about FDC,</td>
<td>£1650-1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bare head r., rev. female figure std. l. on clouds (Fr.514),</td>
<td>graded by NGC as PF 63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>Bolivia</td>
<td>republic, 2 scudos, 1834LM, Potosi, bust of Bolivar r., rev. sun and mountain</td>
<td>virtually mint state, graded by NGC as MS 63</td>
<td>£1650-1750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(KM.101; Fr.23),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>641</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Joseph I, 4000 reis, 1777, crowned shield of arms, rev. cross potent within</td>
<td>very fine or better with reddish toning</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>quatrefoil (KM.171.4; Fr.73),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>642</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Maria I, 6400 reis, 1803, Rio, bust r., rev. crowned, ornately garnished</td>
<td>about extremely fine</td>
<td>£200-250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>shield (KM.226.1; Fr.87),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>643</td>
<td>Burma</td>
<td>proof rupee, ½ rupee, ¼ rupee and 1/8 rupee, 1852, peacock, rev. inscription</td>
<td>all FDC and toned, graded by NGC as PF 65, 64, 66 and 65. A superb and rare set</td>
<td>£3250-3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>within wreath (KM.10/9/8.1/7.1),</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
644  **Cuba**, republic, 10 pesos, 1916, head r., *rev*: shield of arms within wreath (KM.20; Fr.3), **uncirculated**  £120-150

645  **Cuba**, republic, peso and 40 centavos, 1915, shield of arms within wreath, *rev*: star over rays (KM.15/14), **about uncirculated** (2)  £300-350

646  **Ethiopia**, Menelik II, wark, EE1889 (1897), bust r., within wreath, *rev*: lion l. holding banner (KM.18; Fr.20), **mint state, graded by NGC as MS 66, rare thus**  £1050-1200

* ex Eliasberg Collection

647  **Finland**, 20 markkaa, 1913S, imperial eagle, *rev*: value and date (KM.9.2; Fr.3), **extremely fine or better**  £70-80

648  **France**, Louis XVIII, 20 francs, 1815B, bust r., *rev*: value within wreath (KM.170.6; Fr.530), **very fine or better, a very rare mint for the date**  £320-380

649  **France**, Third Republic, 100 Francs, 1911A, angel stg. r., *rev*: value and date within wreath (KM.858; Fr.590), **extremely fine or better**  £240-260
650  **German East Africa**, 15 rupien, 1916T, elephant r., *rev.* eagle with shield on breast (KM.16.1; Fr.1), *about very fine* £500-700

651  **Germany**, Frankfurt, city, ducat, 1636, ornate oval arms, *rev.* inscription within square (KM.85; Fr.972), somewhat creased, *good fine* £80-100

652  **Gibraltar**, Victoria, quart, 1842/0, young head l., *rev.* castle (KM.2), *about extremely fine* £80-100

653  **Hungary**, Franz Joseph, 4 forint/10 francs, 1892KB, laur. head r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms (KM.476.2; Fr.248), *very fine and extremely rare* £3750-4250

An extremely low mintage – reputedly only 20 pieces struck

654  **India**, Victoria, gold mohurs (2), 1841, head l., *rev.* lion l.; 1881, bust l., *rev.* value and date within border (KM.462.1/496; Fr.1595a/1604), *both probably sometime mounted although edges are undamaged, about fine and nearly very fine* (2) £200-220

655  **India**, Victoria, restrike ten rupees, 1878, crowned bust l., *rev.* value and date within border (KM.495; Fr.1606), *prooflike, FDC* £500-600
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656  **Italy**, Gorizia, Leonardo, kreuzer, Lienz, 1478, shield of arms, *rev.* short cross over long cross (B.1000var.), *about very fine and very rare* £300-400

657  **Italy**, Sardinia, Carlo Felice, 80 lire, 1825L, Turin, head l., *rev.* crowned shield within wreath (KM.108.1; Fr.1132), *about mint state, graded by NGC as MS 62* £1000-1100

658  **Italy**, Sardinia, Carlo Alberto, 100 lire, 1832P, Genoa, head l., *rev.* crowned shield within wreath (KM.117.1; Fr.1139), *some light scratches on neck, otherwise very fine or better* £250-300

659  **Italy**, kingdom, Victor Emanuel III, 20 lire, 1905, head l., *rev.* crowned eagle with shield on breast (KM.37.1; Fr.24), *about uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS 62* £1150-1250

660  **Liechtenstein**, Franz I, 20 franc, 1930, bearded bust r., *rev.* crowned shield of arms within wreath (Y.12; Fr.15), *rare, uncirculated* £500-600
661  Malta, Ferdinand Hompesch, 30 tari, 1798, cuir. bust l., rev. shield of arms over crowned double eagle (Cr.58.4), some slight adjustment marks and a few stains on obverse, otherwise extremely fine or better, a far superior strike to normal for this type
£200-250

One of the best specimens that the cataloguer has seen of this issue, both in terms of strike and wear.

662  Netherlands, Holland, 14 gulden, 1749, horseman r., rev. crowned shield of arms, value at sides (KM.97; Fr.253), very fine or better
£150-200

663  Netherlands, Holland, 14 gulden, 1763, horseman r., rev. crowned shield of arms, value at sides (KM.97; Fr.253), about very fine
£120-150

664  Netherlands, ducat, 1818, Utrecht, knight stg. r., shouldering sword, rev. inscription within square (KM.50.1; Fr.331), nearly extremely fine
£80-100

665  Netherlands, Wilhelmina, proof 2 ½ gulden, 1937, head l., rev. crowned shield of arms between value (cf. KM.165), very rare, about FDC
£350-450

Proof striking not listed in Krause for this year
666. **Netherlands**, Willem I, cents (3), 1827B; half cents (2), 1826B, crowned W, rev: crowned shield of arms (KM47/51), the cents about uncirculated and lustrous, the others extremely fine or better with traces of lustre, scarce thus (5) £150-180

667. **Poland**, Danzig, free city, 5 gulden, 1927, city view, rev: city arms with supporters, value below (KM.147), scarce, nearly very fine £150-180

668. **Portugal**, Luis I, 10000 reis, 1880, head l., rev: crowned shield on mantle (KM.520; Fr.131), prooflike, about uncirculated £200-250

669. **Portuguese India**, Maria II, ½ pardao, 1846/5, head l., rev: value within wreath (KM.271), about uncirculated and rare thus £80-100

670. **Russia**, Nicholas I, rouble, 1851ПA, St. Petersburg, crowned imperial eagle, rev: value and date within wreath (Cr.168.1), toned, extremely fine or better £60-80

671. **Russia**, Alexander III, 5 roubles, 1887, 1888, St. Petersburg, head r., rev: imperial eagle (Y.42; Fr.168), extremely fine or better (2) £250-300

672. **Russia**, Nicholas II, 10 roubles, 1903, head l., rev: imperial eagle (KM.64; Fr.179), uncirculated £100-150
673  **South Africa**, Kruger, pond, 1892, double shaft, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.1; Fr.2), *mint state*, graded by NGC as MS62

£1000-1500

674  **South Africa**, Kruger, pond, 1893, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), *scarce date*, *about uncirculated*, graded by NGC as AU 58

£150-200

675  **South Africa**, Kruger, pond, 1894, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), *uncirculated and extremely rare thus*, graded by NGC as MS 63

£800-1000

676  **South Africa**, Kruger, pond, 1896, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), *scarce, about uncirculated*, graded by NGC as MS 62

£300-400

677  **South Africa**, Kruger, pond, 1897, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), *weak on eagle’s breast*, extremely fine or better, graded by NGC as MS 61

£250-300

678  **South Africa**, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., *rev.* circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), *weak on eagle’s breast as usual*, *about uncirculated*, graded by NGC as MS 63

£200-250
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>679</td>
<td><strong>South Africa</strong>, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., <em>rev.</em> circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), <em>weak on eagle’s breast as usual, about uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS 62</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680</td>
<td><strong>South Africa</strong>, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., <em>rev.</em> circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), <em>weak on eagle’s breast, about uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS 62</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>681</td>
<td><strong>South Africa</strong>, Kruger, pond, 1898, bust l., <em>rev.</em> circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), <em>weak on eagle’s breast as usual, about uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS 61</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>682</td>
<td><strong>South Africa</strong>, Kruger, pond, 1900, bust l., <em>rev.</em> circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.10.2; Fr.2), <em>practically mint state</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>683</td>
<td><strong>South Africa</strong>, Kruger, crown, 1892, single shaft, bust l., <em>rev.</em> circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.8.1), <em>mint state and lightly toned, a superb piece, graded by NGC as MS 63</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>684</td>
<td><strong>South Africa</strong>, Kruger, crown, 1892, single shaft, bust l., <em>rev.</em> circular shield of arms over flags, eagle above (KM.8.1), <em>about uncirculated, graded by NGC as MS 61</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coin Number</td>
<td>Country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>685</td>
<td>South Africa, Kruger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>686</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>687</td>
<td>South Africa, Kruger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>688</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>689</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
690  **South Africa**, Kruger, sixpence, 1892, bust l., *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.4), *mint state*, graded by *NGC* as *MS 65*  
£200-250

691  **South Africa**, Kruger, penny, 1893, bust l., *rev.* circular arms garnished (KM.2), *scarce date*, *very fine or better*  
£60-80

692  **South Africa**, ZAR, pattern penny, 1874, oval shield of arms over flags, eagle above, *rev.* value and date within wreath (KM.Pn4), *extremely fine or better with some lustre*, *scarce*  
£250-350

693  **South Africa**, ZAR, pattern penny, 1890, oval shield of arms over flags, eagle above, *rev.* value within wreath (KM.Pn22), *very light scratch on reverse from N of PENNY to laurel wreath*, *otherwise good extremely fine and somewhat prooflike*, *scarce*  
£250-350

694  **South Africa**, Cape of Good Hope, pattern penny, 1889, shield of arms with supporters, *rev.* value within wreath (KM.Pn3), *a few slight scuffs and scratches*, *otherwise extremely fine and scarce*  
£200-300
695  **Thailand**, silver 2 baht, 1863, elephant l. within ornate border, *rev.* crown, rays above, umbrellas at sides (KM.12), *extremely fine*, graded by NGC as **AU 55**

£700-800

696  **Tibet**, 20 srang, 15-53 (1919), lion l within border, *rev.* lotus design within inscription (Y.22; Fr.1), *uncirculated*, graded by NGC as **MS 64**

£900-1000

697  **Tibet**, 20 srang, 15-54 (1920), lion l within border, *rev.* lotus design within inscription (Y.22; Fr.1), *uncirculated*, graded by NGC as **MS 64**

£900-1000

698  **Turkey**, 500 kurush, AH1277, year 8, toughra within wreath, *rev.* inscription and date within wreath (KM.698; Fr.23), *nearly extremely fine*

£200-250

699  **Turkey**, republic, 100 kurush, AH1336, 1927, inscription and date within crescent, *rev.* inscription and date within wreath (KM.842; Fr.81), *scarce*, *extremely fine or better*

£100-120
700  **USA**, gold 5 dollars, 1840D, Liberty head l., *rev.* eagle with shield on breast, *surfaces marked through use as jewellery, otherwise very fine and rare*  £250-300

701  **USA**, silver quarter dollar, 1915, Liberty head r., *rev.* eagle with shield on breast; silver dime, 1899, Liberty head r., *rev.* value within wreath, *both better than very fine and nicely toned* (2)  £80-100

702  **USA**, cent, 1803, Liberty head r., *rev.* value within wreath, *very fine*  £250-300

703  **USA**, silver dime, 1814, bust of Liberty l., *rev.* eagle with shield on breast; cent, 1835; half cent, 1832, Liberty head l., *rev.* value within wreath; other large cents (4), the first two about very fine, the third has some reverse marks but extremely fine with original lustre, the others good to fine, one holed (7)  £250-350

A small group of commemorative medallions

*Two North American Indian Chief’s Medals*

704  **Great Britain**, George III (1760-1820), Indian Chief’s medal, solid silver, young bust of King to right, wearing armour, his hair tied behind, a single curl above his ear, wearing armour with seven studs above the sash, *rev.* crowned oval shield of arms within garter and with lion and unicorn supporters, DIEU. ET. MON. DROIT on scroll below, 77mm (Adams type 7.3; Jamieson Fig. 18), with decorated stuck suspension loop, light, mottled tone, minor edge bruises, good very fine and very rare  £5000-7000

Adams [John W. Adams, *The Indian Peace Medals of George III or His Majesty’s Sometime Allies*, California, 1999] dates the medal to post-1778 and possibly as late as the War of 1812, although the reverse shows the earlier style of Royal Arms. 32 examples are listed in his census.
Great Britain, George III, Indian Chief’s medal, 1814, by Thomas Wyon Jr., specimen struck in copper, laureate bust of the King right, wearing ermine gown and garter collar, GEORGIVS III DEI GRATIA ..., rev. ornate royal arms within garter, lion and unicorn supporters, 75mm (Adams type 12.1; Jamieson Fig 24; BHM 844, R2), extremely fine £2200-2600

Adams notes only 4 examples in 'bronze' in his early census and 3 in the modern census making them considerably rarer than the silver specimens.

Gold Medals

Great Britain, Queen Victoria, Diamond Jubilee 1897, small official gold medals (2), by G. W. de Saulles, veiled head and young head, either side, both to left, 25.5mm (BHM 3506), matt surface, nearly extremely fine (2) £220-250

Great Britain, Queen Victoria, Diamond Jubilee 1897, small official gold medals (2), by G. W. de Saulles, a similar pair, 25.5mm (BHM 3506), matt surface, nearly extremely fine (2) £220-250

Great Britain, Edward VII, Coronation 1902, small official gold medal, by G. W. de Saulles, crowned busts of King and Queen Alexandra to either side, both right, 31mm, 16.7 grams (BHM 3737), extremely fine and some redness to the reverse £140-180

Great Britain, George V, Coronation 1911, small official gold medal, by B. MacKennal, crowned busts of King and Queen Mary to either side, both left, 30.5mm, 15.1 grams (BHM 3737), matt surface, good very fine £140-180
710  **Great Britain**, George V, Coronation 1911, small official gold medal, by B. MacKennal, crowned bust of King L., with orb, *rev.* crowned bust of Queen Mary I., 30.5mm, 15.1 grams (BHM 3737), *matt surface*, *good very fine*  
£140-180

711  **Great Britain**, George V, Coronation 1911, small official gold medal, by B. MacKennal, crowned bust of King L., with orb, *rev.* crowned bust of Queen Mary I., 31mm; weight, 16.3 grams (BHM 3737), *extremely fine or better*  
£150-200

712  **Great Britain**, Fine Arts, The Turner Medal of the Royal Academy, gold medal, awarded 1881, by D. Maclise and L. C. Wyon, bust of Turner left, name and dates around, *rev.* a youthful artist reclines in an Italianate bower, with distant town and bay, three diaphanous females study him from above, framing a zodiacal sunrise, named on edge, “For the best Landscape Painting – Dec' 10th 1881 – Mr. B. Hook”, 55mm, 111.58 grams (BHM 2416, R³, described as a medal for Turner’s death in 1851), *struck with a matt surface*, *very fine*  
£700-900
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713  Great Britain, Queen Victoria, Wellington College – The Queen’s Prize, gold medal, by W. and L. C. Wyon, awarded 1898, diademed head of the Queen left, rev. HONOR OF ARTHUR DUKE OF WELLINGTON – DUTY TO GOD AND MAN, named on edge “George Menteth Boughey, 45mm, 57.8 grams (BHM 2686, R), better than very fine but scuffed and damaging scratches to obverse £500-700

Sir George Menteth Boughey, 9th Bt. (1879-1959), was in the Indian Civil Service between 1901 and 1916. He was invested as a Officer, Order of the British Empire (O.B.E.) in 1919 and Commander, Order of the British Empire (C.B.E.) in 1928. He succeeded to the title of 9th Baronet Fletcher, of Newcastle-under-Lyne and Betley Court, co. Stafford (G.B., 1798) on 6 March 1927.

714  Great Britain, Institute of Transport, incorporated 1920, gold medal, by the Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Company, awarded 1930, a modernist pegasus, to left, rev. legend within wreath, ROAD TRANSPORT MEDAL DONOR:- COMMERCIAL MOTOR USERS ASSOCIATION AWARDED TO (engraved) R. G. H. CLEMENTS M.C, 44mm, 71.0 grams, 18ct., London Hallmark, in fitted case of issue, matt surface, mint state £450-500

715  Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi (1919-1980, Shah 1941-1979), Coronation, SH 1347 [1967], gold medal, conjoined crowned busts of the Shah and Empress Farah Diba left, rev. the Shah crowns the Empress, milled edge, 38mm, 23.8 grams, in plush rectangular red leather case of issue, brilliant proof-like surface, mint state £220-250

716  Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, Coronation, SH 1347 [1967], gold medal, similar, milled edge, 38mm, 23.8 grams, in plush square red leather case of issue, brilliant proof-like surface, mint state £220-250
An interesting group of letters and manuscripts relating to numismatics

717  GRENVILLE, William Wyndham, Baron Grenville (1759-1834), Statesman, unsigned note written dated June 26th, 1796, when Foreign Secretary concerning “a coinage of false Dollars”, and of especial interest as it reflects on the concern of the Spanish Government; folded, and left margin taped (probably removed from a file volume), 180mm x 177mm [folded 180mm x 115mm], in good condition £150-200

“Permit that a letter be written from the Home department of the D. of R [Charles Lennox, 3rd Duke of Richmond and Lennox (1735-1806)] has no objection, to the Solicitor of the Mint reciting that the Spanish Ambassador has represented that a considerable quantity of false Dollars are coined in this Kingdom particularly at Birmingham in violation of the Laws of this Country and directing him to use his utmost endeavours to prove [deleted] discover or bring to justice the offenders.”

718  WEST, Benjamin (1738-1820), Anglo-American painter, President of the Royal Academy, autograph letter, dated Apr 2nd 1799, from Newman Street [London], addressed to Sir Stephen Cottrell, regarding new coinage designs; folded, and left margin with strip of backing paper (probably removed from a file volume), 225mm x 186mm, in good condition £1000-1200

“Be pleased to inform the Lords of the committee of Privy Council for Coins, that the gentleman whom they have nominated to prepare designs for the future fashion of the coin of this Kingdom, will have the honour to attend their Lordships with their several designs on Tuesday 9th Instant, at the hour you have signified to me in your last letter. I have the honour to be Sir Your most obedient and obliged Benjm West”

Ink annotation states incorrectly “Artist - President of the Royal Society”. West was the 2nd President of the Royal Academy, elected in 1792, serving till 1805, and re-elected again the following year serving till his death in 1820. The designs submitted by the Academicians were a disappointment and the proposal for a new gold and silver coinage came to nothing (cf A New History of The Royal Mint, Challis, C, ed; Dyer, G & Gaspar, P, p. 451).

719  WYON, William (1795-1851), medallist and chief engraver to the Royal Mint, autograph letter from the Royal Mint dated Sept 3rd, 1828, to William Thomas Brande in Brighton, referring to matters concerning Colonial coinage and a proposed new issue of Crown pieces; on both sides of folded paper, and left margin with strip of backing paper (probably removed from a file volume), integral address leaf [part cut away, and other minor repairs], 225mm x 184mm, in good condition £350-400

“Parry has already used Conway’s dies for the ½ farthing but the moneyers have next [not] commenced working in consequence of a blunder they committed in giving me the 4 Penny piece as a size & cutting the Blanks to the size of the small East India Coin this has obliged me to make the Dies smaller considerably than I intended which has spoilt the appearance of the Coin & given me a good deal of unnecessary work. I Yesterday had a trial with the Crown Head & find the new press a great nuisance an extensive coinage of Crowns will commence at the beginning of October. Mr Mattheison is melting the silver for it…” William Wyon was well respected for his huge output of coins and medals from the reign of George III through to the early years of Victoria’s reign. He was the first medallist to be elected to the Royal Academy. The ‘gossip’ concerning the E.I.C coinage is a fascinating insight and unpublished. The proposed coinage of Crown pieces to replace £1 notes is however well recorded in the Select Committee Report of 1837 and elsewhere. William Thomas Brande (1788-1866), chemist, editor of The Dictionary of Science and Art, later superintendent of the die department at the Royal Mint.

Gilbert Farquhar Graeme Mathison, Melter. In 1829 Mathison was, in part, responsible for the establishment of a refinery within the Royal Mint.

720  ERNST AUGUST, King of Hannover (1771-1837-1851), autograph letter in English, on mourning paper, dated Hannover April 22, 1844, addressed to Miss Charlotte Best relating to the gift of her father’s collection of medals to the King, and signed “Ernest”; the text perhaps in secretarial hand, fold marks and with the companion envelope closed with Royal seal, 182mm x 118mm, in good condition £120-150

“The King has received safely the valuable present of Medals which Miss Best has been so good as to give him, a Collection made by her excellent Father whose Memory is every [sic] dear to him, and in order that not only the names of the Donor, but of the Collector shall be handed down to posterity, a tablet shall be engraved with their names and placed over them…. He hopes if he can possibly get over to England this Season, to have an opportunity of thanking Miss Best in propria persona.” Ernst August, the 8th child of George III, was born in Buckingham Palace. It has been suggested that the medal collection may well be incorporated in the Kestner-Museum’s cabinet.
THOMAS GRAHAM (1805-1869), Master of the Mint (1855-1869), a signed letter in a secretarial hand, from The Royal Mint, dated 11 Decr 1861, to the banking firm of Messrs. Hodgkin Barnett & Co, of Newcastle upon Tyne, regarding the issue of the new bronze coinage and the recall of the old copper; on single side of folded foolscap, 330mm x 200mm, in very good condition £350-400

The letter is a fascinating insight into the mostly unrecorded approach of the Royal Mint and the distribution of the new coinage. “I have to request you to inform me whether it will be agreeable to you to assist the Government in the issue of the new bronze coinage …the new coin to be sold for notes or gold, and the Bank not being expected to undertake its exchange for old Copper coin unless you desire to do so …. The new bronze coin is made up in £1 packets placed in boxes each containing £20 value of one denomination. The issue to the public of smaller quantities than a single packet is not advised…”

Thomas Graham was a scientist and chemist of considerable renown, twice awarded the Royal Medal of the Royal Society and once its Copley medal. He founded the Chemical Society of London. Master of the Mint was to be Graham’s final post. Hodgkin, Barnett & Co., a banking house in Newcastle-on-Tyne, a firm afterwards amalgamated with Lloyds Bank.

QUEEN VICTORIA (Alexandrina Victoria, 1819-1837-1901), a group of three letters to the Chancellor of the Exchequer, concerning coinage matters:

a) Letter, unsigned but in her hand, on the headed mourning paper of Windsor Castle, dated March 26. 1869, to her Chancellor, Robert Lowe, approving a set of coins; on both sides of folded paper, 174mm x 113mm, in very good condition

“The Queen acknowledges Mr. Lowe’s Letter & returns the coins & she approves. Might she have a set to keep? The metal is very curious & she does not remember having seen it before.” The coinage refered to would be the Penny and Halfpenny for Jamaica which were struck in cupro-nickle, a metal which would have been “very curious” to the Queen.

b) Note, unsigned but in her hand, on the headed mourning paper of Buckingham Palace, dated March 12. 1870, to her Chancellor, Robert Lowe, approving coinage designs; on single side of folded paper, 174mm x 113mm, in very good condition

“The Queen approves of both these Designs – only the likeness shd be somewhat improved.” The letter would seem to refer to a Colonial coinage, probably India or Ceylon, though just possibly Canada.

c) Letter, unsigned but in her hand, on the headed mourning paper of Osborne, dated Aug. 14. 1870, to her Chancellor, Robert Lowe, approving a set of coins; on both sides of folded paper, 174mm x 113mm, in very good condition £650-700

“The Queen duly acknowledges Her Chancellor of the Exchequer’s Letter of the 11th entirely approving the suggestion of replacing the Sovereigns of W. he sends her specimen coin – currently written the other coin in case. May she retain them ….”.

The letter refers to the revival of the famous St. George and dragon design by Benedetto Pistrucci, once again to be the reverse of the Sovereign.

Robert Lowe (1811-1892), politician and statesman, at the time of these letters Chancellor of the Exchequer (1868-1873), in the Gladstone Government. When the Liberals were returned to power in 1880 he was raised to the peerage as Viscount Sherbrooke, against the express wishes of Queen Victoria.

BOEHM, Sir Joseph Edgar, Baronet (1834-1890), Sculptor, autograph letter, dated 31 March, 1880, to Leonard Charles Wyon, from “The Avenue, 76 Fulham Road, S.W.”, regarding an impending visit the following day and Wyon’s collection of medals by the Hameranis; on both sides of folded headed paper, 150mm x 100mm, in very good condition £150-200

“What rare treasures those are of Hamerani – What a grand artist. I envy you to posses[sic] such beautiful & highly miniature works…..”.

Boehm was born in Austria but was Hungarian by descent. He won the Imperial Prize at Vienna in 1856, aged 22, and the first of various honours. He settled in England in 1862, was naturalised in 1865. Boehm became an ARA in 1878, and RA in 1882.

Leonard Charles Wyon (1826-1891), Engraver to the Royal Mint

BOEHM, Sir Joseph Edgar, Baronet (1834-1890), Sculptor, autograph letter, dated July 29th, 1880, to Leonard Charles Wyon (though not stated), from “The Avenue, 76 Fulham Road, S.W.”, regarding the new coinage; on both sides of folded headed paper, 177mm x 112mm, in very good condition £150-200

“….[I] shall call at about 11.30 about the new coins. I saw the sovereign & think it a great success. There are only a few trifling touches which might improve it.” A pencilled annotation states “to LCW re /87 coinage endorsed by LCW”.

“….[I] shall call at about 11.30 about the new coins. I saw the sovereign & think it a great success. There are only a few trifling touches which might improve it.” A pencilled annotation states “to LCW re /87 coinage endorsed by LCW”.

“….[I] shall call at about 11.30 about the new coins. I saw the sovereign & think it a great success. There are only a few trifling touches which might improve it.” A pencilled annotation states “to LCW re /87 coinage endorsed by LCW”.
BOEHM, Sir Joseph Edgar, Baronet (1834-1890), Sculptor, autograph letter, dated 22 October 85, to Leonard Charles Wyon, from “The Avenue, 76 Fulham Road, S.W.”, regarding a forthcoming meeting; on single side of folded headed paper, 150mm x 100mm, in very good condition.

“Tomorrow afternoon I have a sitting which will last as long as daylight …. If you do not require the full length photo of the Queen any more could you kindly bring it with you?” A pencilled annotation states “Boehm RA re sitting from Queen Victoria for coinage of 1876.”

BOEHM, Sir Joseph Edgar, Baronet (1834-1890), Sculptor, unsigned note on both sides of a single sheet, concerning adjustments to the Jubilee portrait and coinage of 1887, in the form of a listing of several points, annotated in pencil as “to L. C. Wyon”; fold marks and left margin perhaps trimmed, 176mm x 114mm, in good condition.

“The forehead a little more out. Also the line of the throat & bust more forward. The least bit taken off at the point where nose & upper lip join. The chin a little rounder in outline & modelling (not too flat). The frontal bone might be stronger indicated to give fuller appearance to forehead. Eyebrows less sharp. The part round the eye being too meagre. Frill of cap to be larger & the veil more forward as indicated – The hair more into head & face & lower down near the ear & the shape of the terminus more as indicated – If possible to have the pearls (beading) round the coin instead of the ugly design at present in the pattern soo – [sic; and here a drawing] It would be a great improvement.” Below are 5 further doodles of possible border beading.

L. C. Wyon was responsible for engraving the busts of Victoria for both the coinage and the official medal, both from original designs by Boehm.